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Technical arrangements seem to emerge just in time to meet the world’s
needs. But it is interests, and never needs, that truly drive technical
advancement. Any systemic adaptation—be it a handle for a hammer, a
new line on an old form, or a piece of network equipment—is a mediative
insertion, an extension of the existing system that at once channels change
through itself. It always intermediates, even if it gives the appearance of
disintermediating. It imposes an additional set of things to maintain, as
well as new social and economic dynamics. As part of a broader review of
civic technical change, I examine the net enhancing and erosive effects of
insertions. When the Chicago Transit Authority increasingly tailored a
technical complex to protect and expand itself, it lost sight of the interests
of riders. I document two histories of systemic equity distortions leading
to amenity inversion, in bus scheduling and fare media, tracing the arcane
and forgotten establishment of a pyramid of winners and losers.
INTRODUCTION1
There is only a very small portion of the discussion surrounding technology today
that is not promotional, and most of that small portion tends to focus on large, highprofile issues. Even these enjoy inadequate widespread public attention, or they come and
go as passing fads. Each big problem occupies a tiny fraction of the attention given to
less important things, sharing their obscure fates with automobile deaths, chemical causes
of cancer, oil spills and nuclear disasters, and other already submerged trivia. Concerns
around genetically modified organisms, cloning, and stem-cell research are in greater
vogue, but they too are seen only out of the corners of our eyes. It is not that nothing
stays on the radar: everything is on the radar, so there is no time for anything.
If we are distracted from the big issues, how can we possibly devote any time to
the small ones? I propose that the many little irritations that we don’t even notice as
problems may make even more of a total difference to day-to-day life than the
provocative issues above. Small side-effects of seemingly beneficial technological
progress pervade our lives in hundreds, for many of us even thousands, of ways every
day. Some of the effects may appear positive, some benign, but we must recognize that
1
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many produce a tiny net minus, and these minuses nibble away at our lives and
dehumanize us. Yet we are anesthetized. In contrast to early technology—in which
exchange was one to one between two actors or among very few—with many more actors
in the mix I see patterns of producer bonanzas and consumer threats.
Here is an example of what I mean, from an apparently minor incident in 2004
reported in the Chicago Tribune:
At the Belmont “L” station, José Martin put 18 dimes in the fare card machine to
pay for his ride.
“This is really stupid,” said Martin, 21. “It affects poor and working-class people,
while the rich get to just keep on going through.”
Martin said the increase affects him “a lot.”
“I’m somebody who struggles with rent,” he said. “A quarter doesn’t sound like
much, but... .”
At the same station, Jeremy Ehrhart, 27, fed his card through the machine, saying
he had no problem paying more.
“I think overall it’s fair,” he said. “It’s a good system.”2
I am actually a lot more concerned about the fact that in the 21st century a man
must feed 18 dimes into a machine one at a time, than the fact of the quarter fare increase.
Which of these things is really going to impact him more? The cost is only one part of the
picture. A hundred years ago, he would have tossed a dime onto a counter and sauntered
through without a care in the world. Twenty years ago, he would have dumped a few
dimes onto a counter, and pushed through a turnstile. Today, Mr. Martin must wrestle
with one of about 15 distinct fare types available through dozens of different machines,
formulae, and restrictions, all under constant threats of fare increases, which recently
have assumed a rather bullying tone against customers by CTA officials. The vicious
cycle effected by the cost increases feeds these new paradigms and their associated
2
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frustrations. I’m also concerned that the second man can be so focused on his own world
as to see no one else’s. I want to comprehend the totality of technical and bureaucratic
changes that bring significant unforeseen net consequences—and not only to those less
fortunate, but perhaps, subtly, to all of us.
I am interested in how these consequences develop. The usual cause seems to be
the many momentary inattentions to consumers’ needs during the decisionmaking
process, as opposed to constant attention by other stakeholders to their own needs. When
a new policy, system, or device enters the picture, I call this a mediative insertion. One
reason I employ this term is to emphasize that this is generally an addition to an existing
mechanism, like putting another gear into a machine.
Every new insertion that we see may promise to enhance productivity or some
other factor, but it also has the power to erode amenities for certain stakeholders. After
many years and many insertions, the total can result in visible equity distortions, and
possible wholesale inversions of amenities, situations in which relative advantages
among involved parties have become skewed into extreme equity asymmetries. I believe
that a great number of the insertions we take for granted today (if not most of them) were
done, for whatever reason, without adequate anticipation of these cumulative
consequences. By insertion I may be referring to a new kind of coating on a frying pan;
the automobile and highway system in general; a particular recycling program; a policy
about what time of day an escalator goes up and when it goes down. These are all
technical, technological, bureaucratic insertions using my vocabulary, and it is my intent
to conduct ethical discussions of the commonalities among these kinds of things.
At the moment, my interest is in addressing these questions in terms of civic
systems, particularly technique implemented in complex cities and used by citizens to
5

negotiate their day. This is as general as the mechanisms that support elections, police,
transportation, education, libraries, food. I do not mean only technology but all technique,
including policies, laws, and operations. These things are too interrelated to treat each
individually; in fact, it is probably this specialism that encourages the narrow focus and
causes the problems. In this chapter, I am looking at the two large mechanisms in
Chicago’s transit system designed for bus scheduling and faretaking, with an eye to how
they have evolved over the years and what crippling problems have emerged.
My terms may be difficult to grasp. When Marshall McLuhan described a
medium, he was most often referring to electronic (“hot”) and print (“cool”) media
information streams, or what we call mass media, which are indeed insertions that enlarge
the total system.3 An insertion is close to what he has in mind by an extension. But with
extension, McLuhan was focused on the tele-ergic psychosocial effects of modern media.
Unlike, for example, George Basalla,4 McLuhan was not really thinking of how a
hammer presumably evolved from a hand and a rock, inter-mediated by a wooden stick.
As such, the insertion of the stick effectuated this new extension. The stick, as a lever
arm, mediated the action between hand and rock. Again, by being inserted between hand
and rock, it intermediated between the two. And we should always keep in mind an
important fact: that insertions have the illusion of disintermediating, but they actually put
people much farther away from their objects. If you are reading this text on an e-reader,
you must know that you are many miles farther from my words, far more intermediated
through wires and chips, than with a printed book. There are many more moving parts,
and more things can go wrong, than you can imagine.5 I will not go any further into the
3
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abstract in this paper, because right now I want to help people. There will be time for
theory and philosophy in some other paper, perhaps after we have solved some of these
problems.6
In these examinations, we must always look at the prevailing form of technology
that faces a given portion of society. We will find that, in many if not most applications,
use of technology differs dramatically below and above a certain level of affluence.
Cellular versus land-lines or pay phones; print versus electronic media; networked versus
non-networked; cash versus more virtual exchange. We see that, as the income/asset line
rises, technologies involve more mediation, and they ostensibly bring more convenience.
But we should also see that the totality of high technologies can inconvenience anyone,
not just the poor. The only reason the affluent do not sense it as acutely is because they
may be more economically and intersocially insulated from inconveniences. This is the
great epidemic tragedy that moves this engine of process, seen everywhere from the
oblivious 27-year-old young man above to the veteran transit board member.
I will first discuss bus bunching, through the growth of the Chicago Transit
Authority and a walk through the development of scheduling technologies. As an
interlude, we will next try to see how the CTA’s past and current finances might explain
these changes. I will then show the evolution of fare technologies.

6
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Figure 1: A charabanc outside Windsor Castle in 1844. This evolved into the omnibus as well
as the rail horsecar. King Louis-Philippe and Queen Marie-Amélie of France presented this
blue charabanc to Queen Victoria. Lithograph by Joseph Nash (1809-1878), Views of the
Interior and Exterior of Windsor Castle (1852).

SURFACE-TRANSIT SCHEDULING
The growth of Chicago’s surface transportation:
Populism and individualism at odds
The history of public transit is simultaneously a history of the expansion of other
modes of transportation, most notably the automobile.
Although they appear very different today, one can trace a direct line of descent
from the two-wheeled, one-horse carriage called the cabriolet to our taxicab, and from
the larger four-wheeled charabanc, or horse-drawn omnibus coach (Figure 1), to our
modern bus.7 City rail was most likely a reaction to that urban phenomenon known as the
pothole: it could be laid on the most heavily used (and therefore heavily rutted) central
streets and provided a much smoother ride. Urban rail-guided vehicles were most often
pulled by horses until the late 19th century (Figure 2). Steam power, briefly studied for
urban rail propulsion, was deemed impracticable.
With ubiquitous electrification, small, exhaust-displaced, high-torque electric
motors became ideal for inner-city propulsion, and so it was city power companies who
7

Cabriolet is said to derive from the way the lightweight vehicle—due to its sharp pickup when pulled
by just one horse—tended to leap, or “caper,” like a goat (cabriola in Provençal, from Latin capra),
while charabanc derives from char[iot] à bancs, meaning a carriage with benches. The word
charabanc is still in use today as a certain style of autobus in Europe
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Figure 2: A horsecar, probably owned by the West Chicago Street Railroad Co., on its
Milwaukee Avenue rail in 1900. Note how while the charabanc in Figure 1 required four horses,
this much heavier vehicle can be pulled on rails by only two. The driver probably had a stack of
transfers similar to the one shown in the discussion on fare technology below (see Figure 22,
page 82). Chicago Historical Society, David Phillips collection.

were best positioned to run the first streetcar operations. But, all other things being equal,
the streetcar had several advantages in being tied to the rail whose value cities took for
granted—including the lowest friction coefficient, no need for steering, easy vehicle
tracking, and (perhaps most valuable of all, and most taken for granted) the rail’s fixed
central prominence on the roadway (Figure 3).
Varieties of vehicles proliferated. Looks can be deceiving in observing the
transition from horse-power to engine-power. For example, we know that our long-haul
intercity “stagecoaches”8—today’s Greyhound and other lines—descend from horsedrawn coaches that were changed at approximately 15- to 30-mile “stages” along the
route. But, despite striking formal similarities, the modern charter or intercity coach
vehicle is not connected to the charabanc-based city bus lineage; their development has
been separated for 150 years, except for certain body homologies, and of course engine
8
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Figure 3: State Street looking south in 1907. Note how the streetcars and rails
dominate the center of the roadway and other traffic tends to hug the curb.
Vintage picture postcard.

convergences. Intercity motor bus service quickly replaced branch-line rail service and
enjoyed a relatively short golden age, from the 1910’s through the 1960’s. The private
automobile was the main pressure against the intercity bus. The result: although
motorcoaches are by far the most energy-efficient passenger transportation mode for
intercity and cross-country travel, only the poorest Americans use them today. A 2002
federal study showed that nearly half the users of intercity bus service earned less than
$15,000 annually.9
Enter the gas engine
The gasoline engine changed almost everything in the transit picture, in many
ways, and almost overnight. Furthermore, as the private automobile overran more public
forms, by extension the electric motor and steel rail rapidly gave way to the gas engine,
rubber tire, and steering wheel.
How America fell in love with the automobile in the early part of the 20th century
is well known. But less familiar is America’s affair with the motor bus. By 1922 the

9
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venerated Electric Railway Journal had begun publishing a special supplement called
“Bus Transportation.” After only a month it became its own journal with its own growing
subscriber base. The journal enjoyed such popularity that soon electric rail interests
nationwide engaged in organized opposition to it, complaining that its publication by
their organization was detrimental to the rail industry and posed a conflict of interest.10
John D. Hertz (Figure 4) is remembered today for
having created the first rental car service. But Hertz was the
quintessential Chicago hustler.11 His rental company was
merely a shrewd way to repurpose his older cabs. Hertz was a
model of the American dream, except that his Horatio Alger
story was punctuated with embezzlement, litigation,
Figure 4: A 20-year-old John
Daniel Hertz in 1899. Among
many other motor enterprises,
Hertz owned taxicabs, buses, and
his famous rental cars, and was a
partner in the Checker cab
manufacturing company of
Kalamazoo. Public domain photo.

corruption, and industry wars that included violence and
murder. In 1915, Hertz started the Yellow Cab Co. using Ford
Model T’s painted a conspicuous hue. Hertz soon was

manufacturing his own taxicabs in Chicago. He also started the New York City Yellow
Taxi service.
By 1917 Hertz had branched into bus service with the Chicago Motor Bus Co. To
him, buses were just large yellow cabs (consider the charabanc)—a more profitable way
to get passengers in volume from North Side lakefront neighborhoods to offices and
shopping downtown. Indeed, he colored his early vehicles with his trademark yellow, and
even the Hertz company today owes its yellow corporate color scheme to this. By 1922,

10 See various issues of Bus Transportation, vol. 1. for a detailed account of the controversy.
11 Among his numerous motor-vehicle undertakings, Hertz had an early interest in many other
companies, including movie chain Balaban & Katz, and he also owned Kentucky Derby winner Reigh
Count and other horses. See Chicago Tribune, “Taxicab King to Play for Awhile: John Hertz Sells
Interest in Yellow Taxicab,” Jan. 8, 1929.
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Hertz had reorganized Chicago Motor
Bus into Chicago Motor Coach (CMC).
He began making his own doubledecker buses. In 1922, Hertz was
running 51 single-deck buses and 25
newer double-deck buses, some running
between Chicago’s Loop and Devon
Avenue by the lake near the northern

Figure 5: One of Hertz’s yellow double-decker motor buses on the
Lake Shore route to Devon Avenue, in 1917, Chicago Motor Bus's
first year of operation. Vintage picture postcard.

city limits (Figure 5). The fare was a
dime.12
In 1924 Hertz merged his Chicago and New York motor-bus interests in an
attempt to make a nationwide urban-interurban bus empire. He claimed it was “not the
purpose of the corporation to enter into competition with street car companies or
railroads, but to work with them for [their] rehabilitation...in sections where the service
was now inadequate.”13 However, various mergers and consolidations over the years
indicate that Hertz and others were deliberately cannibalizing streetcar concessons to
convert them to motor bus operations.14
Steel against steel is difficult to surpass as a low-friction form of transport that
promises great fuel economies. The clock is typically given the credit for efficiency in
our age, and particularly for rail travel. But the fixation of rail, steam water tanks and
coal barns, electric lines, and garages were the real boon to scheduling and consistency.
Properly, this “fixturation” should be recognized as the sine qua non of rail’s legendary
12 Bus Transportation 1922a, pp. 31-40.
13 Amalgamated Transit Union 1924b.
14 Theobald, entry “American Motor Coach, American Motor-Bus, Gas-Electric Motorbus.”
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reliability. The physical plant for track rights-of-way, the tight machine standardization
required, and related fixed capital and real estate attributes made rail travel eminently
reliable. However, the concentrated costs for maintaining it all necessitated monopolistic
public concessions, which led to mountains of regulation and enormous pressures from
organized labor—all ultimately leading to debilitating economic strain. Concession can
be both empowering and excruciating.
The very thing that makes rail transport technologically elegant has also been its
albatross. Even today, due to their relative freedom from concession, private companies
operating so-called “jitney” cab and bus services have resisted unionization and kept
themselves free from the capital burdens of track, high-cost rolling stock, and associated
real estate encumbrances. These companies maneuver and respond to change much more
quickly than the slower-moving, more heavily regulated, and more heavily capitalintensive forms of rail. In the 1920’s rail companies felt threatened as the cab and bus
companies literally outmaneuvered them, and they succumbed to even greater union
pressure.
On August 1, 1922, the Chicago Tribune extended its deadline for entries in its
internationally celebrated $100,000 architectural competition to create “the most
beautiful building in the world,” their new tower to be erected on Michigan Avenue.15 But
the headline was dwarfed by those heralding the nationwide epidemic of coal and rail
strikes. Chicago’s streetcar and elevated workers went on strike that same day (Figure
6).16
For weeks, downtown Chicago was paralyzed. The city’s engine had stopped.
With offices and other businesses at risk, city leaders and the nascent Chicago Motor
15 Chicago Tribune 1922, p. 1.
16 A legal summary of the dispute is seen in Amalgamated Transit Union 1924a, p. 7 ff.
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Club exhorted anyone with a motorized vehicle to use them for the public good.17
Because they needed no rails and could drive down any street or alley (and because they
could easily negotiate the emergency one-way plan imposed on Loop streets in response
to the streetcar stoppage), cars and buses were hailed as the heroes of the strike. Dozens
of Hertz’s buses, as well as thousands of cabs and private automobiles, paraded past the
Tribune’s construction site north of the river on Michigan Avenue, loaded with
passengers, heading up the lakefront.
This was not only a moment of truth for the automobile and motor bus; it was,
arguably, a defining counter-moment in the history of organized labor and the Progressive
Movement in the U.S. With this and related symbolic victories, unions began to be
associated with rail, attached to its lumbering anti-progress mechanism. There was
nothing in the idea of a rail that could ever suggest anything but a mass mentality.
Meanwhile, the gas-powered, trackless vehicle further asserted itself as a symbol of selfdirection, of true progress. The Bus Transportation publication was the industry herald of
this excitement. In 1922 in Chicago, the contrasting of rail and liberty became quite
clearly defined. The view was that agile car, cab, and bus enterprises tended to yield
profits, while rail companies were in perennial trouble.18 This tension—forged of
technocratic progress, and stoked in the famous fires of America’s heady individualism—
pushed the continuing notion that gasoline and rubber were superior to electricity and
steel-on-steel. It also kept a generation of Chicago’s rail-transportation workers, caught in
the gears of that technological debate, fighting to justify wage parity.
17 Chicago Tribune 1922, pp. 1-3.
18 This was the prevailing view, but it may be arguable that the nimble maneuvers of these motor
companies were often illegal but unregulated, giving it a further advantage. Although a detailed
account of this will not be included here, it can be glimpsed, among other places, in Theobald,
Encyclopedia of American Coachbuilders, entries relating the “Taxi Wars” and involving Hertz as well
as Checker Cab’s Morris Markin.
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Figure 6: Front page of the Chicago Tribune, August 1, 1922. The big news was the streetcar strike. “Cars” in the headline
indicates streetcars, not automobiles. The automobile became the hero of the strike. See also following page.
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Figure 6 (cont’d): The 1922 Chicago
streetcar strike joined a nationwide general
rail strike. It shut down the downtown area,
but it mobilized the entire city in solidarity.
Thousands of private cars, taxicabs, motor
buses, and trucks were drafted into service
to get the city moving again. More broadly,
it was a proof of concept for Chicago, a
celebration of the power of the more modern
and independent steerable, off-the-grid
automobile over the tired technology of the
steel rail. It was a competition between new
rubber and old rail, and rubber won while
rail was ridiculed as a dinosaur. This heroic
triumph was an important contributor to the
urban perception of automobile—and other
trackless, steered, gas-powered, rubberwheeled locomotion in general—as part of
the tocquevillean American self-perception
of liberty. From Chicago Tribune, August 1,
1922.
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Mayor Kelly’s progressive vision
By the 1930’s, the city was awash in traffic. In less than twenty years, Chicago’s
automobile registrations had gone from 87,000 to 462,000. The streets were jammed, and
the higher-speed motorized cars, buses, and trucks were causing increased numbers of
accidents and noise. In early 1937, Mayor Edward Kelly published an appeal calling for
“scientific planning” of the future of Chicago’s transportation. For support, he listed the
two rail systems’ decline in traffic since 1926 and the companies’ receivership by 1932,
citing Chicago Motor Coach’s smaller size as the cause for its staying out of trouble.
Among many other changes, Kelly recommended completely scrapping rail streetcars for
rubber-wheeled trolley coaches or gasoline buses, which could move to the sides of the
streets rather than monopolizing the center (Figure 7).19 All other bulk people-moving
was to be moved above or below grade, to elevated or subway levels.
Kelly also urged city leaders to consider the “vital role” that the automobile
played as a “serious means of local transportation.” Kelly recommended that “the private
automobile be given a special consideration approaching that of the public utility carrier.”
20

On one hand he saw 462,000 voters with cars, and on the other he saw businesspeople

and aldermen griping about congestion—Kelly’s message needed to be somewhat
ambiguous: depending on one’s reading of its recommendation, it could call for either the
empowerment or the regulation of the private automobile. This was twenty years before
Eisenhower’s interstate system, but Kelly was already calling for widening streets and
planning express arteries, both overhead and underground, for both cars and trains.21
By November of that year, the City Council was reading and acting on a well19 Kelly 1937, p. 13.
20 ibid., p. 12.
21 ibid., pp. 12-13.
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Figure 7: For Look magazine, a twenty-year-old Stanley Kubrick must have stood on the Lake Street “El” platform to shoot
this 1949 photo looking south on State Street. In the background, streetcars are visible on their center-lane rails, and motor
buses share the curb with the many cars; but one can already see the crush of cars needing to encroach upon the streetcar’s
former sovereign territory. Earlier photos consistently show vehicles and pedestrians paying more respect to this space.
Library of Congress photograph.

developed plan based on Mayor Kelly’s vision. One part of the plan was titled
“Fundamental Principles of Modern Urban Passenger Transportation.” Clothed in page
after page of Taylorisms, it reads like a manifesto for the power of gasoline, rubber tires,
and steering wheels, and of individual freedom over public necessity.
It noted, for example, that from 1926 to 1937, ridership on streetcars, the El, and
steam railroads had all fallen by 20% (give or take), while buses and cars had increased
in use by 18% and 34%, respectively.22 This was seen by Kelly as a justification for
continuation of the process.
The city soon proposed consolidating the privately owned but perennially
faltering streetcar and railway companies under municipal control. This consolidation

22 Kelly and Quinn 1937, p. 65. Streetcars, 85%; elevated lines, 78%; steam railroads, 86%.
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was accomplished ten years later in 1947; five years after that, Chicago Motor Coach was
subsumed as well. CMC was the only division that, on purchase, was not insolvent. In
fact, its pricetag went up significantly over those five years after CTA’s first offer, since
CMC made major fleet and service improvements to sweeten the pot. Later, we will
compare the bus company’s leanness with the heavily regulated technocracy of its
modern-day incarnation, the CTA.
The 1937 discussion briefly addressed the ongoing effort to limit taxicab licenses,
23

but it excluded this from further discussion. Instead of viewing taxicabs as Hertz and

his contemporaries did—as a small, nimble mode of public transportation—city officials
isolated them from the mix of other modes, legislating further limits on their spread. At
the same time they ignored the much more rapidly growing problem of the personal
automobile. In their ambiguous language, they almost celebrated the problem. During the
Depression, city leaders temporarily increased the number of taxicab licenses; at most
other times, they have kept registrations down, while not regulating automobile
registrations (Figure 8). There is now approximately one automobile in Chicago
registered for every three residents, more than twice the concentration of 1937. The
number of taxicab licenses per capita has also doubled,24 but there is still only one taxicab
for every 479 residents. Another indication of the artificially low supply: the cost of
purchasing a single taxi medallion has broached $250,000 as of this writing.25
Surface rail loses ground
Perhaps most striking in the 1937 study is its near-total intolerance for rail and its
customers. At the same time that Mayor Kelly was calling for revolutionary
23 ibid., p. 63.
24 Estimate taken from 2.8 million residents and approximately 6,700 taxi medallions as of this writing,
as compared to 3.5 million residents and 4,060 licenses in 1937.
25 City of Chicago 2011.
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City of Chicago Automobile and Taxicab Registration, 1915-1937
Adapted from Kelly and Quinn 1937, p. 64
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Figure 8: Source: Adapted from Kelly and Quinn 1937, p. 64.

improvements to the public way—by widening and repaving streets, imposing one-way
traffic, synchronizing traffic signals, and creating express through-routes26—he argued for
the complete removal of streetcar tracks and boarding islands from the surface. These are
best located in the middle of a street, as we can still see on San Francisco’s Market Street.
Kelly blasted these as “a substantial impediment to the free movement of traffic.” He
added that “they are also a hazard to motorists and operate to decrease the useful width of
roadways at intersections of cross streets[.]” He also blamed most pavement failures on
streetcar track needs, considering it “an unsatisfactory and unsafe wearing surface for
motor vehicles.”27 Instead of seeing pedestrians, and their transit needs, as equal to those
of motorized traffic, and fail to realize that bulk transit was a more efficient means
warranting increased right-of-way, Kelly was prepared to let motor and electric buses
completely replace streetcars and to let them compete on equal terms with all cars for the
parking lane and the rightmost lane of the thoroughfare.28
By the mid-20th century, vehicles had become diversified and politically
26 Kelly and Quinn, p. 66.
27 ibid., p. 69.
28 ibid., p. 136.
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differentiated, having begun as horse-drawn vehicles with little differentiation. This was
primarily due to the nature of the engine and steering, but also to the use properties of the
vehicles, as we see when cars are given preference to cabs. Amenities of a more public
naturem, such as cabs and the quiet monotony of electric rail, were viewed as inimical to
progress. Cabs and rail were being limited, while the personal automobile and the gas bus
were given greater license. While millions of dollars in grade-level improvements were
proposed, public modes and tracks were being moved overhead, underground, and to the
edges. Industrial America’s excitement over the growing power and freedom of the
gasoline engine and its counterparts, the trackless rubber tire and steering wheel, were
elbowing other forms out of the way, and where there was tension between public and
private forms, private forms took precedence, as in the taxi controls.
Kelly’s vision was to clear the curb lane of loading zones and give it to buses to
travel in, while cars could move freely in the center.29 But things have not worked out that
way. Since the 1940’s, on congested routes, buses have been stuck behind cars no matter
what lane they are in, and the rightmost lane is primarily for loading and parking cars.30
The most powerful local interests in this picture were business owners (protected
by chambers of commerce and aldermen), and the growing ranks of the more affluent car
owners (protected by the century’s fastest-growing organizations, the motor clubs).
Chicago’s burgeoning middle class needed to get where they wanted to go unimpeded by
the mobs and free to park directly in front of the stores where they wanted to shop. If one
were to look at the problem strictly from the standpoint of moving the most people fastest
and farthest, one might see a priority in approximately this order: tracked electric (for the
busiest streets), electric or hybrid buses (for everywhere else), taxicabs (for a quick jump,
29 ibid.
30 DOT and CTA 1973, p. 20.
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now and then), and only then
the personal automobile. This
order would accommodate all
income levels equally. Yet
this order was inverted
almost completely, and it has
remained so. “Who serves
Figure 9: General Motors’ “Parade of Progress” was the corporation’s decadeslong call on Americans to buy automobiles. Easily the most costly marketing
effort in history up to that time, it had far more effect on the demise of the
streetcar than any ostensible conspiracy to remove them that the company might
have had. General Motors archives.

progress serves America”
was the rallying cry of

industrialists like General Motors’ Alfred Sloan and Charles Kettering beginning in the
1930’s. It was the decade of progress, and Chicago was the poster child nearest to its
center, both as producer and consumer; GM’s movable sales floor, the “Parade of
Progress,” trumpeted its national anthem to the personal freedom that modern
technology could bring.31 Nothing could stand in its way (Figures 9, 10).
I am not arguing that GM deliberately bought and killed the streetcar in the
United States,32 and, in questions of technology insertions
and advancement, I never will argue this, because it is
neither tenable nor important. While technological
progress does tend to follow the self-interests of the most
powerful players, this is rarely if ever coordinated and
deliberate, and hardly ever duplicitously conspiratorial.
My position is that the damaging social effects of
widespread technological change are as profound as if
31 Kay 1998, p. 197; Marchand 2001, p. 235; McGovern 2006, p. 266.
32 See O’Toole 2006, note 5, for a short survey of the literature.
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Figure 10: General Motors “Parade of
Progress” promotional ashtray. The
company spent millions over three
decades promoting the automobile as a
symbol of progress. One underlying
implication was that steel-rail forms were
being juxtaposed as dinosaurs.

there were a conspiracy: they are powered by similar selfish motives, and as such they
must treated similarly, and with similar vigor.
After all, the automobile was seen as a dream machine during the period in
question. Art Leahy’s parents were both streetcar operators. Today, he is the CEO of Los
Angeles’ Metro transit agency. He saw first-hand as a child that metropolitan areas were
very excited about cars, but he knew that the overload was unexpected. “Nobody
anticipated that this freeway system would get choked down the way it is today,” Leahy
told NPR. And today, Angelenos are looking forward to a new light-rail line promoted by
Leahy and Metro.33
Ironically, cities today are looking at light-rail streetcar systems to reinvigorate
their urban centers. Other examples include Portland’s successful efforts beginning in
2001, followed by Cincinnati’s plans for its charming but dilapidated and slow-togentrify Over-the-Rhine neighborhood. But these systems are being promoted, by most,
more from the standpoint of a nostalgic “new urbanist” aesthetic than anything else. Of
the Cincinnati plan, one French expatriate who owns a swanky bistro imagined it was
“going to create a reason for young people to come downtown.”34 Once again, desire may
upstage the rational public good. On the other hand, naysayers reject the practical value
of light rail with similar impetuosity, only looking at it as a gratuitously capital-intensive
tax boondoggle.35
Only a very few fringers argue that the most congested urban areas could benefit
from rail’s energy-efficiency over buses, and nobody is arguing as I am about the right33 Del Barco 2011.
34 Driehaus 2008, p. B-1.
35 See O’Toole 2006 for a fiscally conservative, anti-federal explanation that the greater cause behind this
is federal funding gone wild. His diagnosis may be partly correct, but his historical view grossly
underplays the effects of the automobile. This is to be expected from such a perspective, since the
liberating automobile is the technological embodiment of unfettered progress.
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of-way advantage of rail traction over steering wheel. Most supporters and detractors are
focused on aspects far afield from considerations of the appropriateness of the essential
qualities of light rail. I actually believe that it may have been the steel street rail’s fixed
institutionalization in the center of the street, and the subsequent sidelining of motor
buses, that offers the most compelling functional advantage of the rail, and why buses at
the sidelines are far inferior on most urban routes. A confusing and largely ineffectual
array of technologies was gradually pressed into service in CTA’s bus operations to cope
with the industry’s shortsightedness.
The root causes of bus bunching
It is my position that seemingly innocuous and unrelated technological insertions
accumulate and lead to asymmetries in stakeholder benefits. I spent a good deal of space
above describing the history of Chicago’s bus system to give the reader background into
the early machinations that underpin certain modern technological implementations
crucial to riders, and I will now describe these. I make no claim that the above reveals the
only early causes of the cumulative developments that have led to asymmetries; indeed,
from the perspective of mediative insertions, one can argue how every microscopic
insertion contributes to a cumulative effect. Still, I hope the above survey at least may
open a door to a general understanding of how these situations begin to develop.
The first problem to consider is controlling bus bunching, where long waits are
punctuated by two, three, or more buses in rapid succession. Most observers believe that
high technology is key, but one former chief CTA scheduling engineer told me that
“solving bus bunching has more to do with policy decisions than technology; you don’t
need technology to see bus bunching.”36 The above lengthy discussion may seem
36 Interview index 20-B, April 2011.
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unrelated on its surface to the question of bus bunching. I suggest that the streetcar rail’s
physical attributes gave it a firmly defined differential status on the main streets of our
cities; that this status was undermined and sidelined by the minimally regulated but
competing freedoms of the personal automobile; and that this loss has been a central
component in the accumulation of failed efforts maintain a reliable bus schedule. Today,
transit officials have tacitly surrendered to failure, yet more money than ever before is
being justified for costly technological outrigging, in the oddest and most roundabout
ways.
Cato Institute’s widely cited critique of rail technologies, “A Desire Named
Streetcar,” initially describes the “tremendous cost advantages” that streetcars enjoyed
over other modes of transportation, and it suggests that these efficiencies were
identifiable 10 years before the explosion in popularity of the automobile. It even
acknowledges that, by 1929, the automobile’s rise had begun to signal the end of the
streetcar and the transition to buses. But the report then claims that the move to buses
“was mainly prompted by the inefficiencies of streetcars...” (emphasis added). Oddly
enough, Cato relies on Congressional controls—normally its nemesis—to support this
view, stating that in 1955 that body ordered Washington, D.C.’s streetcars to be converted
to buses.37
Cato shows the very clear timeline that links the automobile’s progress to the
streetcar’s demise. They also acknowledge the efficiency of the streetcar. But the
libertarian think-tank never asks how it is possible, in an equilibristic free market and
under the regime of scientific planning, that an eminently efficient system can possibly be
overcome by an inherently inefficient competitor. Cato writes, with some justification,
37 O’Toole 2006, p. 3. Compare the recent Help America Vote Act, which affected voting in similar
fashion.
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that GM’s buyout of streetcar companies has been exaggerated by rail supporters.38
However, both supporters and detractors of streetcars fail to focus on the chief factor: the
auto industry’s tremendous marketing machine. Beginning in the 1930’s, General Motors
and other interests invested prodigiously in this marketing effort to build demand for cars.
This relentless machine spent hundreds of millions over many years inculcating its
propaganda of “progress” tied directly to the liberating automobile.39
This was consonant (and concurrent) with the Hoover and Roosevelt
administrations’ notions that works progress through massive highway paving would pull
the country out of its economic difficulties. Highway projects got 10 times more funding
than mass-transit projects during Roosevelt’s tenure. Furthermore, bus funding was
treated as a grant, while rail funding was treated as a loan.40 Cato’s report makes no
mention of this enormous subsidy imbalance, nor how such an advantage helped
transform America’s travel habits. It seems hypocritical that their report should focus
most of its energy, as it does, on the subsidy imbalances that now exist for rail
expenditures.
It is plain on the surface that the failure of streetcars that Cato and others cite was
not inherent to the economics of streetcars, themselves—which the Cato Institute
acknowledged were efficient per se—but were instead primarily a function of the
competing rise in automobile traffic. The removal of rail does distribute the costs of rightof-way maintenance among all road users, compared to the costs of rail maintenance
borne only by rail companies. But the right-of-way advantages that fixed-rail vehicles
had over the automobile by virtue of this capital investment, have been an underexamined
38 ibid.
39 Kay 1998, p. 197; Marchand 2001, p. 235; McGovern 2006, p. 266.
40 Kay 1998, pp. 197-99.
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intangible, and the solutions that planners constantly argue for are a direct consequence
of this disappearance and may be even more costly than the rail. It is to be conceded that
rail operations often fared no better than rubber in terms of stagnation.41 However, setting
aside that human element, the chief problem of the streetcar was not its design, but the
fact that it became increasingly impeded by automobiles. Cato and other free-market
proponents cannot approach this rational paradox because it undermines their central
view that the free market, and its preferred vehicle, are inherently efficient.
As bus fleets consolidated and grew, management of even “headways,” or spacing
between vehicles, increased. This has always been a relatively simple function of
available drivers and vehicles; vehicle size; and number of passengers along a given route
at a given time. “Schedule management” is the crafting of reliable, efficient schedules
based on the above variables, and “schedule adherence” is smart decision-making in the
field to maintain balanced headways when congestion or other factors cause the schedule
to break down. The ideal is to maintain a timetable using checkpoints, essentially
identical to that used in train scheduling. In the 1920’s, headways as tight as 30 seconds
between vehicles were said to be maintained, and 2 to 4 minutes was very common for
some of the highest-volume routes. You can still see this frequency during rush hour
along the 156 bus route, part of which runs along an ancient flagship stretch of Hertz’s
original Chicago Motor Coach fleet. The route runs alongside the north lakefront past the

41 Many indictments were made of the rail companies, the most damaging being the charges of financial
corruption in Liberal Club of Chicago, “Chicago’s Traction System: A Factual Analysis,” viz. pp. 2-3.
For difficulties leading to Chicago Motor Coach’s forced purchase by CTA, see Bus Transportation,
October 1948, p. 80, where we see CMC losing $318,000 per month and requiring a fare increase from
10 cents to 13 cents; also see reaction to the public buyout of CMC in “Chicago Transit Authority’s
Purchase...,” Bus Transportation 1952, p. 59 and Klein 1952, pp. 56-59, 162-63. Anger was aimed
mostly at CTA’s alleged mismanagement of the rail companies since the buyouts in 1947 and fears that
CMC would suffer the same fate, while the contrasting apologia for CMC was due to a perhaps
somewhat justifiable lionization of its longtime leader, Benjamin Weintraub, though it was also in
financial and management trouble. Any relative popularity had nothing to do with technology.
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old Lincoln Park Zoo. Although much of Lincoln Park and Lakeview are clogged with
traffic, the luxurious housing dotting the lakefront stretch farther east—celebrated as a
showcase of Chicago’s most famous architects—has been justified for decades by the
corridor’s relative freedom from automobile traffic. It is a historical curiosity that one of
the busiest class-crossroads on Earth makes its distinct “X” in the heart of the Near North
Side, where the eponymous streets of two famous American explorer families meet:
René-Robert Cavelier de La Salle’s statue overlooks the intersection where his street
crosses that named for William Clark’s elder brother, Revolutionary War hero James
Rogers Clark (see Figure 15, page 46). For nearly a century, the affluent lakefront transit
routes have traversed this crossroads southwest to carry stockbrokers and bankers to the
financial center, while less affluent inland residents cross southeast to reach work in
Michigan Avenue shops and offices. The path of the former has always been far less
congested with cars, and generally better served by bus transit.
Despite the obvious fact that buses are impeded by cars, transit managers—from
the federal level to the scheduling analyst—avoid admitting that this is a chief cause of
the scheduling problems. Scholarly analysis has tended to place most of the blame for
delays primarily on mounting “dwell time,” in which a bus that is slightly behind time
increases in lateness to pick up additional passengers who would normally be board the
following bus (Figure 11). This causes the route’s accordion to squeeze shut at that point.
Most scholars cite this as the chief cause of bus bunching in congested areas—where one
sees two, three, or more buses on a single route arriving within moments of each other. I
will discuss this later.
It is plain from even casual observation that when as few as two auto drivers stop
at a light in front of a bus and blocking a bus’s access to its stop, the bus must wait the
28

Figure 11: An illustration of bus bunching from a 1973 report of the CTA’s multimillion-dollar “Monitor” project developed by
Motorola, to be described in detail below. Department of Transportation and Chicago Transit Authority 1973, p. 16.
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time for the light to change to green; then wait for those cars and others maneuvering
around the bus to clear the way; and then move 30 feet to pick up its passengers, often
forced to sit through another light.42 This typically delays a bus anywhere between 30
seconds and two or three minutes, for each disturbance along the route. So, while dwell
time may mount, it is not strictly dwell time, but cars, that are the original culprits.
Many canonical disturbances caused by intervening automobile traffic can be
solved by surprisingly inexpensive mediative insertions, such as aldermanic authority and
a can of road paint, which can regulate car movement. In any event, the solution has been
to put the onus of correction on bus drivers rather than on cars, without giving them the
simple tools they need. I will touch on this after discussing the inverting technologies.
The solution almost never considered is making cars recognize a bus’s priority, by
providing privileged lanes or other amenities for bus riders.43
The scholars who fix blame on bus operators and “dwell time” propose various
solutions—either to the rider bottleneck at the farebox, or, even more indirectly, to the
basic bus spacing problem, known in the industry as headway maintenance. They refer to
cars as little as possible. Only occasionally do they face the vehicle priority problem, and
then timidly and without clear reference to the car as the source of the problem. The
complex of technological mediative insertions that have led to equity distortions is called
communications and dispatch/automated vehicle location, or CAD/AVL.

42 We need not go into the fact that two lanes on almost every busy street are taken up by parked cars, and
that this exacerbates the problem of a bus’s wayside approach. Businesses jealously protect the status
quo of curb parking.
43 The oft-touted solutions of far-side stops, where bus stops are placed on the far side of the intersection
after the light, and traffic-signal priority, where lights are coordinated to let buses through, are only
band-aids over the problem, since they still insist on avoiding confrontation of the fact of the car.
Nothing short of true priority for buses, where cars must yield to or may not enter or block lanes
provided for buses, can solve the problem.
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The 75-year rise of automated schedule management
A 1973 report on CTA’s bus-tracking technology of the time describes the spacing
or headway problem:
The interval of buses during any given time period is determined by the rate of
passenger flow at the peak load points. ...It is a question of dividing the capacity
of a bus into the amount of passengers expected to board along a route to
determine the number of vehicles needed. When the need is determined, the buses
are spaced as even as practicable through the time period. The amount of time
between buses is known as the headway.44 (See Figure 11 for a diagram.)
In a normal climate for bus operations, the basic justification for bus-tracking
technology as a mediative insertion would be to gather data to help make buses run on
time, for both long-term schedule management and on-the-fly schedule adherence. But
new justifications have been featured in order to gain acceptance, such as national states
of alert and the personal digital revolution. A marketing partnership between industry and
the public sector can be seen in the cooperative promotional push that punctuates vehicle
monitoring development. A good example of this occurred in the immediate wake of
9/11, when an engineer from CTA contractor Orbital/TMS and a technology project
manager from the CTA teamed up at an international conference to present their view on
why the GIS-based system in place at the time was a significant improvement over its
predecessor.45
Today’s state-of-the-art system is viewed as a groundbreaking innovation. But it
has been 75 years since transit managers began using electrical equipment to do vehicle
tracking. While information gathering and immediacy have increased since then—at
enormous cost—there has in fact little real progress in solving the problems has been
made.
44 DOT and CTA 1973, p. 8.
45 Kredow and Antonisse 2002.
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The earliest automated vehicle locating (AVL) technology for rail vehicles dates
from 1935, and exhibits the essence of the scheduling need. It involved a simple trip of a
switch by a vehicle as it passed over a street recorder. Spare wire pairs in the rapid-transit
phone cabling (running along elevated rails and the subway) later allowed transmission,
recording, and centralized analysis of those blips (Figure 12). Electric trolleys could still
rely on this direct electrical contact. Because they did not ride on a track, buses had to be
fitted with radio transmitters, with mixed success through the 1980’s. Electromechanical
and optomechanical systems were well advanced in Europe during this period; Chicago
tended to be at the front of the much slower development curve in the U.S., partly due to
its position as a leading center of electronics manufacturing.46
A rudimentary system of electromechanical AVL could justifiably assume some of
the work of the earliest
paper-and-pencil
markings of the bus driver
(and later records by
street supervisors and onboard traffic checkers). As
to communication and
dispatch, by the 1960’s
driver-to-supervisor
Figure 12: Chicago Rapid Transit Company’s “Train Tracker” of the 1940’s? Trains
would run past and trip switches along the route; the switch would “flash” a voltage
down an extra pair of telephone wire runniing along the train’s route to the central
office, and this blip would mark a roll of paper, just like a seismograph. When the CTA
took over CRT and the Chicago Surface Lines streetcar lines, it adapted this system to
streetcars and even wired electric trolley buses, but when the free-roaming motor bus
needed tracking, radio had to be employed. DOT and CTA 1973, p. 21.

46 DOT and CTA 1973, pp. 3-4, 19-22.
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contact was being handled
in many municipal
departments by reliable

solid-state FM radio, although managing bus bunching was made inefficient by an
insufficient radio spectrum and shrinking dispatching manpower.47 Later incarnations of
bus scheduling and dispatching systems included:
•

•

•

“Monitor,” a project begun in 1967 and contracted to Motorola, justified
broadly by federal postwar technology funding and more specifically by rising
urban crime,48 based on buses picking up passing radio signals at various
checkpoints on the street, and using computers for analysis;
the BECS/BSMS system by Orbital/TMS, confirmed after implementation by
the state of national emergency immediately following 9/11, based on GPS
and using pager radio frequency transmission of text-based data to and from a
box onboard buses;49 and
the modern CAD/AVL systems by Clever Devices and others, justified by the
personal digital revolution and also based on GPS and radio signals from the
bus, but incorporating numerous other insertions and rationales.

None of these systems is particularly revolutionary; they follow a traceable
evolutionary progression, from relatively simple and efficient roots. But the most recent
forays—what is now known as communication and dispatch (CAD)50 and automated
vehicle location (AVL)—are entangled in a complexity of dependencies and restated
purposes, and piles of money. The fact is that the promise of scientific planning of
scheduling is as old as bus service, and so is its failure.
Since taking over the bus service in 1952, the CTA has cut on-street supervisors
from 400 to fewer than 100, often just after greatly increasing technology.51 However,
each replacment technology has not advanced in a way that would justify additional cuts.
No historical cost-benefit analysis has been done.
After hundreds of millions of dollars spent, these solutions still do little (if
47
48
49
50

ibid., pp. 4, 18. See also note below on dispatching.
ibid., pp. 4, 23.
Kredow and Antonisse 2002.
The acronym been extended as computer-aided (or -assisted) dispatch, but computers may have little
or no involvement: regardless of computer involvement, the universal component is communication.
51 DOT and CTA 1973, p. 18: from 400 “mobile and stationary supervisors” in 1952 to 208 in 1973; CTA
2004: 170 on budgeted payroll; Luman 2007: 47 full-time supervisors cut since 1998, saving $3.8
million; Dardick 2008: plans to reduce from 70 to 50, saving $1.2 million, while supplying the
remainder with SUVs and GPS monitors.
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anything) to prevent bus bunching. In fact, today they have gone so far as to have
completely and openly abandoned that goal, instead pursuing unrelated goals whose
utility is suspect. These early systems were used “not so much for schedule adherence as
to make sure [drivers] didn’t leave early,” according to one former VP of CTA operations.
52

Already, the information was being used for something somewhat tangential to the

mission—as a tool for disciplining drivers.
Monitor: A bus tracker for the “Space Age”
Despite the old photographs of overcrowded State Street and the Malthusian
warnings of the time, transit vehicles in the 1920’s seemed resistant to bunching. Rushhour spacing of streetcars and buses alike was regularly claimed to be maintainable at as
little as 15 to 30 seconds;53 assuming this is true, one explanation for such regularity
could be that other vehicles were not in the way.
Another possible explanation lies in the fact that bus companies, akin as they were
to taxicab companies like Hertz’s, were small and sometimes even consisted of a single
owner and vehicle licensed with others to serve a particular route. An informal code of
ethics was maintained among such operators, including an agreement to maintain
consistent headways, both for convenient service and to share the rider pie evenly. There
were varying degrees of success with this. Practices like “gypping” (cutting in front of a
bus to steal riders) and “shoelacing” (cutting in and out of a series of buses, probably)
were not uncommon, and this would disturb the consistency of the headways between
buses.54 But by and large surface transit reliability appears to have been a glass-half-full
52 Interview index D8, April 2011.
53 The most dramatic claim comes from New York: “Buses operate on Fifth Avenue under a headway of
16 seconds, or at a rate of 193 an hour.” Bus Transportation, 1(2) (February 1922), p. 137.
54 Bus Transportation 1922a, p. 13. The term “shoelacing” is not found in any other literature, but its
meaning is apparent.
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proposition until around the late 1940’s, when the dominance of the automobile, the
extinction of streetcars, and the consolidation of transit tipped the scales. Prior to the sale
of Chicago Motor Coach to the CTA, riders regarded the privately owned and financially
sound bus service as the city’s “only decent transportation.” The 1952 sale was widely
considered a dark omen for service reliability.55
The CTA has been in financial difficulties since its creation in 1947. Still, in 1968,
with almost 80% federal backing, Motorola embarked on transit’s most ambitious hightechnology test program to date, dubbed “Monitor” (Figure 13),56 with an initial price tag
of $1.34 million ($7.3 million in 2004 dollars, the standard I use throughout this chapter).
The pricetag would only be for a two-year test on a quarter of the fleet and would thus
leave the CTA holding the bag with whatever equipment was in place at the end—
working or not, and unsupported. A typical extravagance: after budgeting, it was
determined that it would be better to purchase a dedicated computer instead of sharing
processing time on the CTA’s existing mainframe. By the end of the test, the cost had
overrun to $2.2 million ($11.9 million in 2004 dollars).57
Spurred by the postwar industrial spirit and coaxed by Cold War competitive
energy, this was an era of large-scale federal high-technology public projects. It was also
a time of rising urban crime. These factors, more than the need for better scheduling,
helped justify the incubation of automated radio- and computer-assisted vehicle location
technologies. Ancillary justifications piggybacked on the call for the technology. “The
solution to the crime problem was seen in the development of a clandestine radio alarm

55 Bus Transportation 1952, p. 59; Klein 1952, pp. 56-59, 162-63. These articles included excerpts from
the daily papers featuring riders’ and staffers’ concerns.
56 Variously referred to as “Monitor,” “Monitor-CTA” and “bus Monitor” in literature and by those
involved.
57 DOT and CTA 1973, p. 109.
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system for buses,” the CTA reported in 1973. “Such a system would have to be capable of
transmitting location information, the same information needed by an AVM system to
function.”58 (Emphasis in original.)
Monitor’s contract requirements “stipulated that it be possible in the future to
expand the system so it could monitor and broadcast such data as passenger counts, fare
box readings, mileage and engine status.” Also, “send[ing] simple general instructions
(start, wait, slow down) was a useful supervisory tool.”59 These extended capabilities
could be implemented “at minimal cost at some later date.”60 This 1970 technology
therefore anticipated supporting features identical to those later touted as groundbreaking
in the newer systems, but apparently they were never implemented.
Tests of the system were performed not by a team from CTA’s Engineering
Department and Motorola, as well as by the U.S. Department of Transportation. The CTA
and DOT saw some disagreement about the purpose of the evaluation. CTA’s report
quoted DOT:
If the aim of the Monitor-CTA System is to maintain schedule adherence and
headway at least as well as a non-monitor system, then from a purely financial
point of view, the investment of Government funds is advisable. The cost benefit
analysis has shown that mainly with the reduction of supervisors (pointmen and
terminal telephone men), the proposed system will pay for itself in the sixth year
whether the Monitor System improves schedule adherence or not.61 (Emphasis
added.)
In this unusual statement, the Department of Transportation seems to say that as
long as the costs were equalized through staffing reductions, it did not matter whether the
product actually did what it was supposed to do. As to that, the data gave no strong
indication that scheduling was improved in any way over the existing method. What’s
58
59
60
61

ibid., p. 23.
ibid., p. 25.
ibid., p. 36.
ibid., p. 86.
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Figure 13: Monitor’s space-age console display was made by the same Motorola that was developing radio equipment for
NASA. This was as exciting to a technocrat in 1969 as Bus Tracker was when it launched 40 years later, in 2009. And it did
largely the same thing, if in a less visual way. But then, to be able to see how late all of the Stony Island buses were was
revolutionary only in the incremental sense that it was being done by automatic radio code signaling. A former CTA
technologist told me that “you don’t need GPS to see that buses aren’t on schedule.” According to CTA employees, the system
was never used for its original purpose of schedule adherence. From DOT and CTA 1973.

more, it indicated that certain benefits from human judgment could be lost. As to security,
the report concluded that it had insufficient statistical confidence to make a positive
conclusion. However, it added:
While the amount of data offered is small, the most powerful arguments relating
to the alarm are subjective, having more to do with the public’s perception of the
hazard level on public transport than with the actual level. From this point of view
there is absolutely no question that bus Monitor has substantially enhanced driver
confidence in his security.62 (Emphasis in original.)
The CTA and DOT report admitted that their tests could not show that the
system’s two primary goals, schedule management/adherence and safety, were
62 ibid., p. 76.
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objectively improved. They were forced to rest on pure cost savings and subjective
perceptions. Still, after the tests, saddled with millions of dollars and enormous effort
already invested, the CTA was compelled by the security question to implement
Motorola’s Monitor system on the entire 2,500-bus fleet, with early budget estimates of
over $5 million. At this point, the motivation had nothing to do with bus scheduling.
From 1970 until around 1996, when the system was replaced, the CTA kept six
attendants on duty at its headquarters in the Merchandise Mart, each manning a Monitor
console, as well as two at supervisory consoles. Each attendant was responsible for
several hundred buses from two garages using only a small CRT display. The attendant
might be alerted to an emergency bus alarm or might receive or originate a radio phone
call, with the bus’s run number appearing on the phone display, like caller ID. The
attendant could then listen in clandestinely or communicate with the bus operator and
take appropriate action. As with the contemporary Chicago Police communications
system at 11th and State Streets, phone attendants would fill out one of several cards63
depending on the nature of the call (such as a bus malfunction, emergency, street
blockage, or other disturbance) and a rubber belt would sweep the card to either the
supervisory coordinator or garage coordinator, who respectively could then call police
and/or radio a street supervisor in the nearest booth.
The last Monitor operator, now a transit consultant, told me that while Monitor
was always available for emergency situations, from the beginning it only operated on
one bus line to monitor schedule adherence,64 but it was never used for correction in the
case of such things as bus bunching. “The data presentation was so crude, you couldn’t
63 These were probably 80-column Hollerith punch cards, each card a printed form laid out with handwritable fields, intended to be punched later with appropriate codes based on what was written on them
—but the interviewee said that the data was never punched and therefore not run through a computer.
64 The #60 Blue Island, which runs from the southwest side to the Loop.
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make heads or tails of it.” Even in the case of an emergency situation (such as the need to
alert police of a robbery in progress), a desk supervisor had to run to a map and estimate
the bus’s location based on its last-known coordinates and direction. To manage, say, four
bunched buses for scheduling would require quickly visualizing the locations of all four
and somehow rushing this record out to a street supervisor, who in any case could not
communicate with each bus by radio. And within four or five minutes the shape and
position of the deviation would change completely.
Given the technical limitations, management realized that Monitor could never
work systemwide for schedule adherence, so they never changed policy to authorize
headquarters supervisors to directly adjust bus spacing via radio. “The policy,” said the
consultant,
was always that the street supervisor was always in charge. The only role of
the...control-center person was to take a report from the driver...and note that
information and tell a supervisor, “Go see run such-and-such, or run such-andsuch is coming to you...he’s 12 minutes late: go do something about it.”65
One former CTA vice president, a veteran of that period, told me that Monitor
“never really lived up to what it was intended to do. It only gave a general idea of where
the bus was. It was not good for idle bus tracking for any kind of schedule adherence and
was never used for schedule management.”66 The silent alarm feature, he said, was all
that the expensive system was really used for, along with the Motorola radiophones—
whose custom design made them cost nearly four times the price of standard Motorola
transceivers. Of the millions of dollars in mainframe computer power, custom software,
state-of-the-art data-capable radio transceivers, and the manpower to drive and maintain
it all, only a small portion was put to any use, and not for its original purpose.
65 Interview index 78, April 2011.
66 Interview index D8, April 2011.
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It was the specific intention of Motorola’s Monitor system to deal with bus
schedule adherence. But, the former manager told me, Monitor “was never [and could not
be] used in this way.”67 All other functions, except for the emergency locator, could have
been done much more cheaply with radios and without a mainframe computer and
elaborate signaling equipment tracking the location of every bus. The police department
handled tens of thousands of contacts daily with cars through a few local and citywide
analog voice radio channels. Why was this costly tracking system kept in service for over
25 years if it was never used for its intended purpose? The CTA manager firmly believes
that the emergency feature alone was more than enough to justify the “mission creep.”68
Still, “the goal was always to have real-time service management,” the manager
acknowledged. “The CTA was a pioneer in that...from streetcar days.” Monitor did not do
anything to accomplish this. Nevertheless, the system was powered up and manned
continuously until the time the next regime, that of Orbital/TMS, entered the picture.
Orbital/TMS
In 1991, a group of transit riders in the city’s Department of Personnel, outside the
CTA, published an unsolicited but well-reasoned set of recommendations geared towards
improving service. They identified service delays due to vehicle roadway obstruction,
dwell time, and poor schedule management.69 While some of their suggestions, such as a
“public awareness” brochure to encourage riders to board and pay in a more orderly
fashion,70 may seem naive and quixotic, they soundly advised the CTA to establish strict
downtown east-west bus lanes and to keep these clear of unauthorized vehicles.71 They
67
68
69
70
71

Interview index 78, April 2011, and correspondence index 78, May 2011.
Correspondence index 78, May 2011.
City of Chicago 1991, p. 1.
ibid., pp. 4-5.
ibid., pp. 3-4.
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were also the first to publicly identify the latest communications-and-dispatch (CAD) and
automated vehicle-location (AVL) complex being used in Europe and discussed internally
by officials here. They touted the improvements that accurate and up-to-the-minute
vehicle locating could make for schedule adherence, as well as on more permanent
schedule management.72 They were even more interested in a new benefit from improved
technology: coordinating the timing of a rider’s transfer from one vehicle to another (e.g.,
from train to bus). If one of the services was running behind, they argued, the receiving
service could wait for it.73 They dismissed Monitor as “less than state of the art” for any
of these purposes.74 Chicago would be second only to Denver in implementing a GPSbased bus-tracking system, and it would be by far the first large experiment in the U.S.
The 1991 report from the City of Chicago’s personnel group estimated the
complete cost of Orbital’s proposed CAD/AVL at $37 million, payable through RTA
bonds. It would cost the CTA $2.95 million annually, but it also promised an annual $3.9
million savings in reduced supervisory staff.75 Furthermore, they suggested that this
would be cheaper than correcting the errors in the so-called “human element” which
occurred when bus supervisors or on-board traffic checkers performed data collection.76
Orbital’s Bus Emergency Communication System (BECS) was implemented on
all CTA buses by around 2000. It had been intended to include their Bus Service
Management System (BSMS), for nonemergency data collection and communication
between drivers and management, including for bus bunching, although that element of
the contract was later omitted.77 The system looks to the bus driver like a box (called a
72
73
74
75

ibid., p. 6.
ibid., p. 5.
ibid., p. 6.
ibid., pp. 5-7. This figure, amounting to $5.4 million in 2004 dollars, seems calculated to cover the cost
of the supervisors’ and traffic-checkers’ tabulating duties only, not schedule adherence.
76 ibid., p. 5.
77 Correspondence index 78, May 2011.
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About CAD/AVL
Communications and dispatch
(CAD, aka computer-aided or -assisted
dispatch) and automated vehicle location
(AVL) are two interrelated insertion
complexes used in fleet management.
These technical systems have come to
public awareness in the last 10 years since
GPS technology came to the fore, but, as I
have shown, their precursors go back to
the beginnings of transit management.
Their stated goal is to improve service
reliability. They purport to accomplish
this by collecting and analyzing finegrained vehicle location data (AVL) on
the input side, and by communicating
scheduling and other matters with the
vehicle operator (CAD) in a more
structured manner than voice radio
channels allow.
With the original paper-and-pencil
method of schedule planning, operators
were periodically asked to tick off their
locations on a time card while driving.
This helped determine route conditions,
so the schedule could be adjusted
accordingly. Later, costly and timeconsuming passenger-count surveys were
performed by employees placed at certain
locations on every route. These paperbased statistical techniques yielded useful
data. However, while they could
distinguish among some conditions (such
as rush versus non-rush traffic patterns),
certain variable conditions (such as those
found in city centers) made the data
insufficient for the increasingly tight
demands of transit schedulers. Automated
vehicle location’s basic insertion is to
record the GPS position, compass
direction, and speed of a bus to determine
its current course every few seconds. In
its basic form, this data can be stored on

the bus and later downloaded and
analyzed to identify problems and allow
for schedule adjustments. Another
insertion layer may radio this data to a
central computer in real time.
AVL can collect information in
addition to vehicle location, such as
passenger counts and vehicle maintenance
data such as tire and oil pressure.
Passenger counts, formerly done by
survey, are basic to route planning. Other
insertions to the AVL complex are the
voice loudspeaker stop announcements
for the blind and the LED stop-display for
the hearing-impaired, fringe benefits of an
on-board computer’s knowledge of the
precise location of a bus. These features
furnished the original justification for
Clever’s implementation in Chicago.
Until then, drivers themselves were
responsible for personally assisting
capacity-impaired riders and for
announcing all stops as they approached.
Communications and dispatch
substitutes for two-way radio and includes
a computer-coded messaging protocol. To
communicate with a particular bus, the
Monitor system passed a bus’s identity in
a signal packet through the radio
transceivers, to be decoded at the other
end. Today, many kinds of message may
be transmitted between bus and garage,
such as contingency route instructions,
and reports of problems and emergencies.
As was possible with radio, dispatchers
could use CAD systems to dynamically
adjust bus bunching by instructing
individual operators, but this has never
been done in Chicago with any
technology. Taxi fleets use very similar
devices today for dispatching customer
calls to their hundreds of cabs.

For more information on these systems, see Zelchenko 2004. I am also grateful to Clever Devices staff in
New York for helping me with the nomenclature of various parts of their CAD/AVL system.
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Figure 14: Orbital’s Mobile Data Terminal knows a bus’s position and can convey
text messages between bus driver and headquarters. These are the two ingredients
needed to manage bus position problems in real time. Clever lacks the second
capability, though both systems are on board buses today. Yet the CTA has never
used any of its several incarnations of bus tracking to solve bus bunching, even
though that was the justification for the costly investments. From Kredow and
Antonisse 2002, p. 7.

Mobile Data Terminal, or MDT) near the steering wheel, with a basic LCD display
(Figure 14). There is no keyboard on the box, only a set of choice buttons.
The Orbital concept was considered state of the art at the time (at least by U.S.
standards), but it.was plagued with problems from its inception. Not long after the project
began, the CTA project manager threw up his hands. The system ran for years, and still
runs, but it was never used to correct bus bunching, let alone the passenger transfer
coordination convenience. It soon became a very expensive “orphan” that nobody
wanted. The CTA refused to upgrade it, and today it is a dinosaur that does not connect to
Clever’s Bus Tracker, though if it did it would be providing the much-needed
communications component to Bus Tracker’s AVL.
As recently as September 2006, CTA paid Orbital more than $1.5 million for 200
new mobile data terminals to put on new buses. In 2009, Orbital was still being paid
hundreds of thousands of dollars annually for technical support and repairs for these
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virtually unused systems.78
Clever Devices and the conflict with Orbital/TMS
At a CTA board meeting in late 2000, just after Orbital’s BECS was up and
running, CTA chair Valerie Jarrett asked a question about bus bunching: “Can’t we eat
away at this problem with some pretty simple principles?” This was a proper question:
they had, after all, been trying and failing with complicated principles for 32 years. The
CTA announced that they would try to tackle the bus-bunching problem by testing both
high- and low-tech methods.79 The low-tech method involved “empowering” operators to
evaluate and adjust their own routes under certain circumstances, without supervisor
approval. The high-tech method would take several years to materialize.
With minimal changes to the system, Orbital’s near-real-time bus location data
could have been distributed to all buses on a given route, displayed on Orbital’s MDT
boxes, so that drivers knew more or less how far they were from buses in front and
behind and could adjust their travel accordingly. In fact, in around 2006 a CTA
programmer built such an experimental system in just a few days utilizing Orbital’s GPS
data, even going so far as to automatically display updates using Google Maps. The data
itself could easily have been pumped back to buses’ Orbital MDT’s, at least in text form.
Although Orbital’s BECS included GPS positioning and the wiring for mature
service management communication tools that could have been used to control bus
bunching, the CTA completely changed gears. The money for the Orbital technology
slowly dried up as its use remained confined primarily to its basic operator status and
emergency communication features, and its Bus Scheduling Management System was not
developed. Then, in 2002, Clever Devices joined the CTA contractor list, pushing more
78 CTA Contract Awards List.
79 Igoe 2000.
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and more insertions onto buses. Using a aggressive marketing strategy truly worthy of
their name, Clever gained a foothold through numerous toeholds, beginning with their
ADA-compliant voice annunciator, which announces upcoming bus stops, and their
automated passenger counters, which could help in determining future scheduling. By the
late 2000’s, Clever had won over $25 million in contracts, costly change orders, and
millions annually in ongoing maintenance fees. By the time Clever had coaxed the CTA
to implement the full Bus Tracker application in 2008, it was gripping the agency with
both feet and hands and had pushed Orbital to the corners of the CTA’s consciousness.
One Orbital insider admitted to me that his company had been too focused on
communications and that they could have kept up if they had focused more on the kinds
of smaller incremental pieces that Clever pushes hard on, such as real-time transmission
of tire pressure and engine-emissions sensor states; stop announcement for the disabled;
and customer-oriented vehicle-arrival notification systems. This strategy implies that
Clever could push managers of different departments—such as vehicle maintenance,
route scheduling, customer care, and ADA compliance—from underneath, and sell its
total package by synergy. Come Christmastime, there was something in Clever’s bag for
almost every department. Except a solution to bus bunching.
In May 2007, the CTA board approved an additional $9.8 million for Clever to
implement the full Bus Tracker system, whose main function would be to take the realtime vehicle location data and present it on smart phones and over the web to riders
(Figure 15). This was done to great fanfare. It brought the total pricetag of Clever’s
platform to $48 million. Publicly, the CTA continued to claim that the additions would
help reduce bus-bunching.80 Meanwhile, internally, they knew that this original priority of
80 Hilkevitch 2007.
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Bus Tracker would not be realized. In fact, it could not. According to the 2007 contract,
the CTA could not obtain a messaging (CAD) component that would enable the
interaction between bus drivers and supervisors in managing the schedule. In fact, Clever
did not have this capability at the time. “Because the current proposal does not include
such text messaging,” the contract summary said, “the full benefits of Bus Tracker in
reducing response time cannot be achieved.”81
By November 2007, the CTA had added yet another costly piece to the scheduleadherence puzzle, spending almost $750,000 for 30 hybrid SUV’s, plus significant

Figure 15: CTA’s Bus Tracker application, watching the near-real-time positions of two bus routes on the Near North Side at
the transit crossroads of two historically distinct demographics (crossing near the History Museum). The #36 (violet) shows its
chronic bus-bunching problem: two buses are arriving at a stop at the same time. Subsequent pairs of buses were also
bunched, and so there is a regular 20- to 25-minute wait between pairs of bunched #36 buses. In contrast, the #156 (red),
historically for the most affluent riders and on a less congested path, is spaced more regularly. Clever’s technology was meant
to solve the problem of bus bunching, but it cannot. Other Bus Tracker views can show a list of all buses, or a particular bus,
for a given bus stop. Bus-tracking technologies are now coveted by transit agencies worldwide. In Chicago, bus drivers cannot
see this helpful information, supervisors do not use it for managing bus bunching, and in any event cheaper solutions—like
radio coordination among nearby drivers—can do a better job. From CTA web site, Tuesday, May 10, 2011, around 12:05 p.m.

81 CTA Contract Award Recommendation Summary, April 2007, p. 2.
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additional costs to equip them with more high-tech gadgets, including Bus Tracker
monitors. “The CTA hopes to reduce delays,” the Tribune reported in mid-2008, “by
getting bus supervisors out of their booths and into hybrid vehicles equipped with global
positioning system phones and computers to more quickly untangle the head-scratching
phenomenon where buses stack up along the same route.” CTA President Ron Huberman
noted that bus bunching would not be eliminated but hoped that the problem would be
reduced.82
“The days of you seeing a CTA bus driver with a clipboard sitting there in a little
wooden booth methodically counting buses are over,” the article reported Mayor Daley as
saying. But those days had in fact been over many years before. Not only were supervisor
booths along the route long gone, but supervisors had been put in SUVs with computers
some years before. As some transit buffs noted, the mayor and CTA were recycling
ancient news.83 What this shows, for us, is not only that the authority had added yet
another dubious insertion, onto its mobile supervisory force, but also another example of
the complex interweaving of extra costs for a particular insertion. Not originally in the
system when “wooden booths” were the norm, we now have SUVs, whose costs do not
appear under the Clever contract. Assuming the vehicles are replacements for previous
ones, what portion of the annualized cost of maintaining them goes to our quixotic busbunching problem, from the garage mechanics, licensing, gas, and insurance down to the
portion of axle grease from the axle-grease contract? What about the dozens of other
insertions likely to be buzzing around the Clever contract?
The CTA has more than enough technical infrastructure to solve bus bunching, but
it does not work. Orbital’s Bus Service Management System—which allows text
82 Chicago Tribune 2008a.
83 CTA Tattler, July 2008.
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messaging between bus and garage and is still on buses after 15 years—will never
interoperate with Clever’s data. Orbital’s district sales manager told me that his
communications system was far more advanced, but that Clever “was pursued for
different purposes.”84
In fact, CTA’s technologists had identified this potential problem of closed
systems almost 20 years before. The authority’s Communications Implementation Task
Force was a small team created in late 1991 under the direction of Ron Baker, and its job
was to scour the planet for the best ways to deal with all technical infrastructure. The
CITF found what they were looking for in an open CAD standard already developed in
Germany. An open standard would guarantee that any vendor could be outbid or go
bankrupt, and the CTA’s investment in equipment, wiring, and software would be
preserved and manageable by other contractors whose systems could speak the language
of the earlier devices. But, the CTA project manager (and CITF member) said, when CTA
technologists included this standard in their specifications, “Orbital asked, ‘What if we
built to a standard equal to or better [than the European standard]?’” They wanted to
maintain a proprietary system to keep the CTA as a captive customer. This was approved,
and Orbital won the contract by greatly undepricing European suppliers.85
Orbital’s resulting proprietary design was never intended to become a standard. It
was deliberately intended not to be open. And then a split took place when Clever came
along. Orbital’s GPS technology would be limited to the CAD function, mostly relied
upon for its Bus Emergency Communication System, while Clever’s separate GPS
mechanism began to assume the AVL duties leading to an opening for Bus Tracker.
Although Orbital is, according to one CTA insider, something of an “orphan,” the
84 Interview index 143, April 2011.
85 Interview index 78, April 2011.
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CTA still pays the company hundreds of thousands of dollars in continuing annual system
maintenance fees; as recently as late 2006, Orbital was awarded nearly $1.5 million to
equip 200 new CTA buses with its obsolescent mobile data terminal.86 A CTA manager
said that bus-bunching management was part of Orbital’s programming from the early
days, and today its capabilities are mature, although the CTA has paid for none of the
upgrades to the system that would be necessary to implement those capabilities. As long
as the text dispatching function is handled by Orbital, and other portions are handled by
Clever, the CTA will continue to pay a premium to both companies that not only covers
an overlap in functionality but also assumes their inability to interoperate.
Eventually, Orbital will die off. There is disagreement among industry experts
about the potentials of Clever’s CAD product, not currently used by the CTA.87 It is not
known whether the CTA will use Clever, by itself or with Orbital, to manage bus
bunching, nor whether Clever can do CAD in Chicago as well as Orbital can in other
cities. Anyone with a smart phone or web-connected computer can now know the precise
location of every bus in the system, from anywhere in the city, and can adjust their
schedules accordingly—but, bus drivers cannot.
Several CTA employees have told me that the authority had always had ambitions
to be first in technology in the U.S. The CTA’s bus-tracking technology research and
development alone appears to have cost $3 million annually (in recent dollars) since the
1960’s. The system has been a guinea pig, yet after almost 45 years there is no
recognizable improvement in bus-schedule adherence. The authority’s current AVL
component can now provide an excellent good snapshot of the entire fleet’s location at
any given instant in time, and so given this and Orbital’s very elaborate communications86 CTA Contract Awards, 2006.
87 Interview indices 78, May 2011; 20-B, April 2011.
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and-dispatch component there is the possibility to view any spacing problems and
dynamically control headways so that bunching rarely occurs.
But the CTA still does not use CAD/AVL for real-time bus-schedule adherence.
Historical data this precise can also be used to optimize future timetables, but then this
did not call for the costly instantaneous data signal back to headquarters, nor even for this
much information processing in general. A practical level of information needed for good
long-range schedule management was feasible even with 1920’s paper-and-pencil
systems.
What does recent data say about bus bunching?
Since the early 2000’s, the CTA had been maintaining that buses were
significantly off schedule only 10% of the time, but a 2008 statistics paper said that the
figure was mathematically improbable,88 and complaints continued to roll in from
customers every year at public budget hearings. In 2004, a watchdog group, the
Campaign for Better Transit,89 did the first independent analysis. With volunteer and paid
observers posted at a large number of bus stops, they found a system “plagued with
extremes,” such that “30- and 40-minute headways were plentiful on many routes,” and
60% of buses ran off schedule. The #66 Chicago Avenue bus runs from the Near North
Side lakefront to the western city limits. It not only had to negotiate the cramped
downtown Streeterville neighborhood but also a single lane through the congested Near
Northwest Side. CBT found that nearly one in three of these buses “arrived bunched
together or with significant gaps in service.” They also showed that even the most reliable
key routes they had observed were on time less than half the time—“on time” being

88 Molnar 2008.
89 A project of the Neighborhood Capital Budget Group.
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defined as arriving within two minutes of a bus’ scheduled time.90
It is unknown what happened to the operator empowerment program test that the
CTA had committed to in 2000; today, there is no trace of it in policy. But almost a
decade later, in 2009, the CTA was suggesting that the bus headway problem had been
partly solved, saying that bus bunching had been reduced 40% since Bus Tracker was
introduced two years before.91 They said that bus bunching had gone from 3.4% of all
runs to 2.9% of all runs, but their definition of bunching was a bus arriving within 60
seconds of another bus during an entire run. That was all they based it on. In contrast, the
CBT’s report looked at a far more rider-focused reliability picture that stressed total waittimes as a symptom of schedule deviations. However, the CBT report came four years
before Bus Tracker was introduced. Some observers say that the change could mean that
Clever’s Bus Tracker is working, though one wonders how that could be, since Bus
Tracker is not being used for real-time schedule adjustment; in fact, as far as I can tell,
supervisors still can’t or won’t communicate directly with buses. Assuming the CTA is
correct, that a bus is now 40% less likely to arrive within a minute of its leader, we have
no idea about the cause. What were the figures for previous years? Could they have
fluctuated by similar amounts based on various other changes? Could the figure have
increased since then?
Although a proper accounting needs to be made, after surveying what materials I
have found so far, my estimate of the average annual cost to fully manage bus scheduling
—including the costs of equipment, testing, periodic maintenance, upgrades,
obsolescence, management, power, wasted resources, and all human losses and gains—
probably was and still remains between $15 million and $20 million in today’s dollars,
90 Campaign for Better Transit 2004.
91 Meyerson 2009.
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going back to the beginnings of the transit authority. This accounts for savings in moving
from human to machine work. However, bus schedule problems do not seem to have
been alleviated in any measurable way. In fact, even a casual visit to Bus Tracker shows
bus bunching is still epidemic today.
Today—despite dozens of SUVs; two GPS systems and four radio transceivers
aboard each bus; BusTracker and an alphabet soup of dependencies—riders still regularly
see three and sometimes four of the same bus one behind the other on hopelessly
congested streets. On many routes, this is the rule rather than the exception. After nearly a
century of technological expansion, and millions of dollars in new insertions still being
justified annually, the problem is virtually untouched, because traffic congestion, the
primary cause, is not being addressed.
Putting the squeeze on bus drivers
These costly real-time vehicle monitoring products have yet to perform their
original service of correcting bus bunching. But the system’s historical data actually
appears to have been used for one thing, and that is to tighten up the published schedule.
As more and more precision recording has been introduced into the system, as better
running-time and passenger-count data have come in, schedule planners have been able to
see exactly how many minutes it should take a bus to get from one block to another, and
they appear to be tightening route schedule plans to squeeze excess time out.
I chose a random route, the #15 Jeffrey, and compared its 2005 (before Bus
Tracker) and 2008 (after Bus Tracker) weekday schedules (Figure 16). While the
southbound run, from the 47th Street Red Line station to 103rd and Stony Island, didn’t
have any apparent changes in run time,92 the northbound run had between four and fifteen
92 The data provided does not allow checking of the total number of runs.
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CTA #15 Bus Weekday Schedule, Before and After Bus Tracker
(Points indicate actual data)
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Figure 16: Sources: CTA schedules and an operator’s daily schedule generated by Giro HASTUS scheduling system.

minutes shaved off of each leg throughout the day’s schedule. Four minutes may have an
imperceptible effect on operators, but fifteen minutes is significant on a leg that
previously took fifty minutes to a little over an hour to complete. And the #15 is a
relatively short run. Longer runs would mean more savings.
It looks as though the CTA may now be saving around $250 a day on the #15
northbound leg alone. Although I have not done a detailed study, most other routes I
viewed appear to have some adjustments. If schedule planners have applied this timeshaving technique to all 140 routes and saved an average of $500 per day per route, I
estimate that the hidden savings to the CTA in annual wages to operators could be in
excess of $25 million—a reduction of nearly 13% in labor costs.
One transit expert told me that tightening up run time is beneficial to drivers and
riders as well as to the bottom line.93 When drivers have to “drag the street,” as operators
call it—slowing down, sitting through extra traffic-light cycles, and so on—it frustrates
riders, but it also frustrates drivers. “We feel pressure that the riders are getting angry at
us,” a driver said. He said that tightening the route can sometimes be a relief, so that they
93 Interview index 78, May 2011.
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don’t have to “drag,” but, he added, he sensed that around half of the routes he knows of
now feel far too tight. He recalled that the #15 northbound leg had some drag along some
stretches in around 2005, but it was quite tolerable; now, he says, the adjusted schedules
cause greater total stress than any occasional drag factor did.
More obvious to operators has been a drastic reduction in “recovery time” in
recent years. This is the few minutes at the end of each route segment that drivers have to
stretch, clear their mind, have a pop, call home, or go to the bathroom. The operator gave
me his daily route schedule on the #15, which showed an average of about six minutes
between legs of each run. “You get so you’re worried if you have enough time to wipe
carefully enough,” he said, very seriously.94 According to him, the screws have been
tightened steadily, going from around fifteen minutes in 2005 to as little as five or six
minutes recently. Taking an average of ten to fifteen minutes of personal time at the end
of each leg of a two-hour trip might seem quite reasonable, considering the pressures that
drivers are under in urban traffic, on top of doubling as they do as customer service
agents. As a comparison, federal safety law requires that truck drivers rest at least an
average of 16 minutes for every hour driven.95 In addition, if an operator is running
behind, the recovery time is lost. Sometimes a bus runs so late, through no fault of the
operator, that there is no recovery time and the operator must start the next leg
immediately. Operators do get a lunch break of around 40 to 50 minutes.
The operator said that whenever drivers are “in the seat” and have their hands on
the wheel, they are under all of the pressures of the job: even when sitting at a light with
no inquiries from customers, they are still tense. A 26-year veteran, this operator denied
94 Interview index 2-E, April 2011.
95 Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration 2009. A truck driver may not be in the seat more than
eleven out of every fourteen hours, and also must rest ten hours between each of these shifts.
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ever having been asked by planners how these changes felt to him. The impact on bus
operators of such unannounced changes would be subtle, since they are not told what is
happening; but it would be hard not to sense something. When asked how things felt
around 2005, he said, “Things were okay. Now, they’re worse.”
The transit planner acknowledged that the CTA recently began using Clever’s
historical data to monitor early and late bus departure time, which, he said, presented a
disciplinary concern.96 But from an operator’s point of view, they may be leaving early or
late in a psychological urge to gain back some of the time that they have been losing from
the tightening of the schedules.
Even assuming that the above controls were necessary and there was no other way
to solve the wayward driver problems above, the capability to manage this was available
on Orbital’s store-and-download platform; it did not require the costly real-time
transmission that justified Clever’s AVL regime and Bus Tracker.
As stated above, the CTA had no clear explanation for its claim that bus-bunching
has been reduced since Bus Tracker. They could not explain how it could be based on
real-time data and control, and indeed there is no real-time control that could cause this.
Some other explanation is necessary. The CTA’s 40% figure has not been supported
publicly by further evidence, nor has anything further been said. One would think that
such news after so many decades of struggle would be cause for much louder public
celebration and further investigation. In any event, hypothetically the fluctuation, if
permanent, may just as well be caused by a global tightening of route schedules that I
suggest above. Perhaps making the route’s rubber-band that much tighter across the
system, in combination with the tighter discipline on start times, made it 40% less likely
96 Correspondence index 78, May 2011.
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that a bus would ever arrive within 60 seconds of another bus—but then a latency of 65
seconds may have increased. In fact, such an explanation is far more likely than any realtime influence from Bus Tracker, since as I said it is not being used for real-time schedule
adherence, other than perhaps controlling run start time. Tightening may not constitute
anything significant from a rider’s perspective, but it certainly could cause bus drivers
additional stress. And, it undoubtedly would appear to economize on labor costs.
Schedule adherence: Lost in the space-time continuum
Bus Tracker is costing a small fortune in ongoing development and promotion. Its
greatest failings lie in two facts: it does not solve bus bunching as promised, and what
consolation it does offer is available only to affluent riders.
The philosophy underlying Bus Tracker is flawed at its foundations. The CTA’s
fortunes are being spent on a solution that tells riders only how late a bus is going to be,
not on technology that helps make buses run on time. What is worse, this information is
available only to the most privileged riders in the city. Bus Tracker is available 24 hours a
day to those with smart phones and web access, but the million or so Chicagoans who
have limited or no access, have no ready data about when the next bus will arrive, and are
totally blind when the region’s 800 number goes idle between 1 a.m. and 4:45 a.m. It was
occasionally hinted that there would be Bus Tracker displays at bus stops indicating when
buses were going to arrive, but the cost of such an endeavor guaranteed it would not
happen in our lifetimes. In any event, once someone is at a bus stop, knowing how late
the bus will be is of questionable value. That is why paper schedules, and basic adherence
to them, are such valuable and universal technological insertions.
I’ve shown the circuitous evolution of high-tech bus-location monitoring from its
space-age roots to the present. Scholars in planning and engineering are also distracted by
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esoteric endeavors. By 1964, NASA had begun to approach the USSR’s efforts in
developing the very satellite technologies that later would come to undergird Bus
Tracker’s GPS. But, back on Earth, the science of bus bunching was only in its infancy.
Gordon F. Newell was a pioneer in bringing high science to civic systems. After
receiving his Ph.D. in physics from the University of Illinois, Newell became fascinated
by chaos theory as it applied to traffic and elevators. Building on his studies of highway
and elevator traffic, he first identified bus bunching in a widely cited 1964 article titled
“Maintaining a Bus Schedule.” Unfortunately, Newell’s beautiful analyses focused more
on the similarities between vehicles and elevators than their differences—the most
obvious being that, unlike buses, elevators have no steering wheel and do not have to
contend with other vehicles for the shaft.
Subsequent scholarship has drifted further and further into the impractical. Realtime computer analysis, based on the increasingly complex math, was encouraged more
and more.97 A 2010 doctoral dissertation, by one of Newell’s academic heirs at Berkeley,
argued that bus gas pedals should be connected to powerful GPS-based computers that
will control the speed of vehicles and keep them evenly spaced.98
These academic works have mostly been ignored by transit planners. CTA’s busbunching expert told me he’d never heard of them, and that may be a blessing. But
Newell’s brilliant differential equations do happen to run the traffic-light timing
computers in every city in the world. Ironically, Newell died in a tragic automobile
accident in Carmel, Calif., in 2001, among 41,300 others in the U.S. that year.99

97 See, ee.g., Newell 1974; Eisenstein and Bartholdi 2010; Daganzo and Pilachowski 2011.
98 Pilachowski 2009.
99 SIAM News 2001; U.S. Department of Transportation Vehicle Accident Database 2001.
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Wrapup on surface-transit scheduling
It is my position that an empty bus tailing a full bus represents a total financial
loss to the bus system. Yet this happens far more often than most officials will ever admit.
I have emphasized the influence of cars and the dismantling of streetcars as the original
cause of surface scheduling problems. The total efficiency of streetcars, even including
the cost of rail installation and maintenance, may still be superior over the free-ranging
bus when used over the most congested thoroughfares. This alone might be cause to
reconsider them. But, regarding scheduling, the streetcar rail’s fixed stance in the middle
of the main street may be even more important. This was a built-in assertion of its
institutional priority over the automobile. Clean, low-friction fixed-rail electric systems,
whether at grade, elevated, or subway, may be superior on these two counts, but
implementation costs are prohibitive. Still, the lesson remains: no public surface transit
vehicle can be fully effective unless its right to keep an exact schedule is given solemn
respect by other vehicles.
The use of AVL as a pacifier, and that for only the wired generation, while leaving
the most economically and physically isolated passengers stranded worse than before, is a
backward step. Surrendering to it as the solution—celebrating this costly technology and,
with it, cheerfully implying that buses will never again need to run on time—is our most
pernicious postmodern urban irony.
In this seemingly benign change, the equity inversion is now clear: the late bus is
institutionalized; at the bottom of the benefit pyramid, non-wired riders (who are in the
majority), and bus drivers, with almost no information, are unequipped to cope with this;
in the middle tier, wired riders, though brimming with information, still would be better
off if buses simply ran on a schedule; at the top, the CTA appears heroic to riders who use
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social media,100 and the CTA’s many technology venture partners are quite profitable.
Assuming real-time bus-arrival public notification is needed at all—since we
should be attacking the cause instead—it should never have been put into place until
every single rider, regardless of personal investment, could enjoy equal access to it. But
late buses should be the exception and not the rule, considering bus schedules should
(and can, in theory, with appropriate support) be almost as reliable as train schedules. Bus
drivers should be the first people equipped with headway data, not the last, and they
should also be equipped with radios to coordinate with other nearby buses and the power
to make route adjustments if things run afoul. But again this would be very rare if buses
ran on schedule. While one former veteran CTA planner strongly disagreed with me on
the insignificance of such insertions as traffic-signal priority—and devoutly believes that
bus-bunching has actually been “tremendously reduced” thanks to modern AVL—we
agreed that it is more important for bus drivers to be empowered to have and act on this
information than, for example, for supervisors to have it in their SUVs.101
The guiding principle for a model urban bus system should be the assertion that
the public (social) surface vehicle—whether streetcar or hybrid bus—must have priority
over the private (personal) automobile wherever and whenever possible. A brave policy
stance would claim reliable transit schedules as fundamental to the public welfare, and
this should be staunchly supported by officials at all levels of government. This should be
with minimal regard to how much parking is lost or how automotive traffic is affected.
For half a century, one simple insertion has been called for: a way to keep buses
from bunching. Numerous intervening insertions over many decades distracted the
100 All of the mainstream media have generally embraced the technology, though there was one note of
concern that it may excuse late buses. See, e.g., Hilkevitch 2007.
101 Correspondence index 78, May 2011.
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authority from that goal; failed to be used for that purpose; created new priorities that
could hitch a ride on the momentum; and encouraged a self-expansive economic
mechanism that may well have caused a net loss in benefits for riders.
The mediative insertion of the automobile, and its rise, are the chief causes of the
woes of surface-transit scheduling, and any future mediative insertion that does not
address this directly will only complicate things further. I have suggested that the
following are more or less what is needed to resolve these problems:
•
•

•

•

•

a commitment to maintaining a published schedule102 and to making this
schedule available everywhere, to everyone, on paper as well as online;
legally, physically, and technologically secured rights of way for public transit
vehicles in congested areas (this may include traffic-signal priority and other
bus-rapid-transit amenities, but more fundamentally it must give buses rightof-way predominance, even if it may mean fewer parking lanes and restricted
automotive access);
a contingency plan for drivers to be able to move between a schedule- to
headway-based plan on a moment’s notice and probably on their own
recognizance;
simple voice-radio communication among any three consecutive buses for
when buses do bunch, perhaps with helpful data about the three vehicle
locations and passenger counts, provided by existing technologies; and,
boarding into a “pay zone” on buses before paying, to reduce dwell times.103

These should be at the core of any program for bus-schedule adherence. But most transit
authorities are going in the opposite direction on many of these items. A CTA official
(who asked not to be identified) told me that what has evolved is “technology to babysit
people” rather than proactive systems. “I’m tired,” he told me. “Every two years or so,
new priorities turn the CTA’s ship in a different direction.” He was very firm about the
solution: “The CTA needs to have a master plan and stick with it.”

102 In Zelchenko 2004, I pointed out that some riders might prefer a greatly reduced schedule that runs on
a highly reliable timetable, to one where riders must wait 15 to 20 extra minutes for bunched buses.
103 I am not a fan of wayside prepay systems, except perhaps at one or two points downtown, and only
then with a good deal of cost-benefit research over institutionalizing simpler policies on the bus.
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Analysis of system funding
The decisionmaking and expenditure patterns shown above for vehicle location
and communication technology reveal in microcosm the elaborate decades-long
development process that I believe engenders a disconnect from sensible, goal-oriented
approaches to appropriate technological solutions, and in the long run can lead to equity
distortions. The volume cause and effect of these lower-level insertions, I believe, can be
seen on a larger scale in the higher-order mechanisms, and we should examine these.
It is important to note during this discussion that the Chicago Transit Authority
has been suffering financially since its inception in 1947. In recent years, the board and
management have resorted to proclaiming “doomsday,” preying on riders’ fears of fare
increases and service cuts, to pressure the state legislature and other bodies to cough up
more funding.
Tracing the CTA’s bus-specific finances through its history is not easy. As
mentioned above, from 1917 to 1952 the bus service was a privately operated concession
to (among other companies) Chicago Motor Bus, later named Chicago Motor Coach.
Since CMC’s purchase by the CTA in 1952, large parts of the operation have been
combined with rail—including administrative, accounting, legal, planning, technical, and
numerous other areas—so that any one of its thousands of managerial staff may now be
spending bus money with one keystroke, and rail money with the next. We must figure
out how to separate apples from oranges.
Extricating the bus system’s bureaucratic and technological economics
historically is therefore not trivial, over and above other problems I encountered, such as
the scattering of historical information online and across libraries; the lack of complete
information on the agency’s website; a reported discarding of masses of internal materials
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during the CTA’s recent move; and the well-known reluctance of public agencies to open
their books and provide information to journalists and researchers. However, a great deal
of historical material is still available and we can do some simple reconstruction here.
Separating apples and oranges: The bus system, then and now
I first attempted to compare the original incarnation of the bus system to today’s
system, to try to visualize how the costs grew. Transit system efficiency is measured
chiefly by metrics like cost per bus mile and cost per passenger carried. The devil is in
the details here: over the years, accountants have been forced to adjust for such things as
revenue versus non-revenue miles, and tracking single passengers through one or two
transfers.104 One should be able to see how improvements in bus tracking, automatic
passenger counting, and electronic fare accounting, including electronic transfers in
particular (which can track a rider through an entire trip) help reconcile data about bus
miles and passenger counts. The problem, though, is not only that reasonable levels of
information were already available long before the first ampere went through a wire, but
that some of these things help the authority while hurting riders, as I have shown above
and will show further below when reviewing fare media.
In 1922 the Chicago Motor Bus Company published a snapshot of its 1917
through 1921 financials and operating details, after making 25 double-decker buses to
add to their existing fleet of 51 homemade buses. Their buses ran primarily on the city’s
boulevards, where the company had an exclusive operating right, but also up Michigan
Avenue and elsewhere. The article included a balance sheet, an operating statement, and
detailed information in the text about procedures, down to such things as the weights and
104 Hence a relatively new term “unlinked trips,” used for comparisons among cities and which equates to
the original value of “passengers carried.” A long commute with two transfers would be a single
“linked” trip but three “unlinked trips.”
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capacities of various buses, manufacturing plans, passenger increase over time, even
details about the relative economies of certain engine parts that utilized less grease than
their predecessors.105 This is a lovingly tended yet surprisingly comprehensive scrapbook
and pediatric record of the new baby that 30 years later would become the CTA’s bus line
—and it fit within five and one half pages of the first volume of the trade journal of the
nascent motor-bus industry.
I compared this snapshot to the CTA’s 2004 operations. The CTA publishes a
budget summary and a detailed financial statement, but 2004 was the most recent year
that both are still available online. Accordingly, the 2004 dollar is being used throughout
this paper for comparisons.
Comparing the two was difficult, primarily due to the bus-and-rail merger
described above. It is as if the apples and oranges were not only mixed in the barrel, they
were made into a fruit salad. But I felt that this exercise was important to get some handle
on comparison of the early lower-tech system and the present. For the CTA, it was
necessary to attempt to estimate the bus portion of the costs of administrative and other
departments, such as security, that serve both the bus and rail facilities, to estimate the
relative financial loads. A rule of thumb was taken for this based on the ratio of the
expenses for the modern bus division to that of rail, and all departments that shared bus
and rail management had their expenses included in the bus portion by only this ratio.
The “essence” or core of the apple
What I was attempting to come up with was the essence of operating a basic bus
service, filtering out all modern technology and bureaucracy. What we want are the
buses, drivers, supervisors, fareboxes, gas, and garages, and whatever minimal
105 Bus Transportation 1922b, pp. 31-40.
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appropriate technology and lean management are required to support it all—the same as
in 1921. Instead of differentiating the early service-essence as “essential” and all future
insertions as “nonessential,” let us call it “post-essential” to try not to appear judgmental.
After all, there are many things, such as catalytic converters and other emission controls,
which will increase the capital cost of a bus but are properly considered rudimentary
today.106 But what about air conditioning on the bus, or security cameras? In this
particular analysis, we are not attempting to make an exhaustive inventory and set of
judgments about each specific insertion, only attempting to approximate how the system
expands over time, and trying to posit the causes.
Figure 17 shows that, in 1921, the cost per passenger, in equivalent 2004
dollars,107 was $1.02, and in 2004 an estimated amount for the same “essential” service
was $1.66. Beyond that, the additional cost present in the 2004 bus system is $1.54 per
passenger, bringing the total cost of running the CTA’s bus service in 2004 to $3.21 per
passenger. Assuming for the purposes of discussion that my threshold of “essential” to
post-essential has some validity, we see here two different kinds of increase: first, we see
the basic costs of running the bus service as 64 (adjusted) cents higher per passenger in
2004 than in 1921. Any price inflation is already factored in, so there appears to be an
actual increase, in something. But we also see that additional insertions nearly double the
cost of the bus service, bringing the cost per ride in 2004 from an “essential” $1.66 to
$3.21, an increase of $1.54, or almost 93% more than the already somewhat expanded
“essential.”

106 Other “efficiencies” (meaning including all externalities, as opposed to thermodynamic system loss or
fuel efficiency) of the internal-combustion engine, and emission controls, are germane to the larger
discussion of technology and the appropriateness of insertions, but here we are looking at the fact of
expansion as a whole, not into this specific.
107 All values are expressed in 2004 dollars.
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Comparison of Bus Service Expenditures,
1917-1921 Chicago Motor Bus Co. and 2004 Chicago Transit Authority
(1917-1921 amounts adjusted to 2004 dollars)
Per bus-mile Per passenger
(2004 $) carried (2004 $)
$4.03
$1.02
$7.20
$1.66
$6.68
$1.54
$13.88
$3.21
92.79%
92.79%

1917-1921 cost, adjusted for inflation
2004 “essential” cost
2004 post-essential cost
2004 total cost
Post-essential increase (%)

Figure 17: 1917-21 data from “Table III—Accumulative Operating Statement Chicago Motor Bus Company
from March 25, 1917, to Oct. 31. 1921,” Bus Transportation 1922b, p. 35. Bus miles are passenger bus
miles, and 2004 data is budgeted, not actual, from Chicago Transit Authority 2004.

What is happening here? The $1.54-per-passenger increase over the “essential”
cost of the service could represent technobureaucratic increase. This might include many
things. For example, it might include the expansion of City Hall, Springfield, and
Beltway lobbying efforts, from John Hertz himself, now stretched into an entire battery
of well-compensated attorneys and politicos—and the cars, laptops, and expense accounts
to go with them. But what of this unexpected 64-cent (62.7%) increase in the supposed
“essential” cost? Could this represent catalytic converters, union-powered expansion of
driver wages, the move from nailed wood to riveted aluminum bus bodies (always a good
thing), the agency’s pension conundrum? These would have to be assumed as part of the
“essential” baggage of bus service provision today, would they not? They certainly
cannot be discarded in cost-cutting measures if we want to preserve bus service at today’s
most basic levels.
Again, this assumes that this method is not full of holes—and I allow that there
are plenty of holes that need to be filled, and could be filled with more information. Still,
something must be very wrong here. Granted, bus service is at least somewhat different
than it was 90 years ago. At a minimum, it is probably more comfortable and safer, if less
reliable. But why would the needs and their costs almost double? Shouldn’t some scale
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economies be in order? Could the law of diminishing returns really cause such an
increase? One would think that the diminishing returns in some places and the economies
of scale in other places would at least balance out.
The increased costs I am highlighting here seem to represent an increase in
bureaucracy in general over the “rubber meets the road” of providing transportation. This
may include genuinely beneficial insertions, such as better-built, more comfortable buses.
The costs of most added amenities should initially be high and their prices should settle
as demand and volume increase over the years, but the proliferation of myriad such new
insertions, as the bureaucratic regime expands, would explain the much higher aggregate
cost. These increased costs may also include greater general sociopolitical costs, such as
increased litigative attacks targeting large institutions, or action taken by the authority
after additional legislation. This would all fall under bureaucratic expansion. It may seem
difficult to categorize these as to objective benefit. However, it is of great importance to
come up with some reasonable calculus for amenity, and I think that this is not as
subjective a thing as is sometimes thought. Any item in use, where the rider’s real needs
are not kept at the forefront, should be reviewed as potential technocratic excess and
targets for reform.
Apples and oranges together: Looking at the whole system
Admittedly, the data above is very limited. Let us try another approach. Here we
will attempt to trace the expenses of these systems based on the cost per ride on the
system, across several milestone years (Figure 18). We will combine rail into it, so we do
not need to dissect the legal and accounting departments and see what phone call, coffee
break, or industry conference hotel stay is being made under which budget—rail, bus, or
other. In a perfectly scaling enterprise, the costs should plot out a curve that follows
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Chicago Transit Authority Total-System Cost Per Passenger Carried
(1961-2009, real and adjusted to 2004 dollars; CMC 1921 included for comparison)
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Figure 18: Sources: Bus Transportation 1922b, p. 35; City of Chicago 1992, p. 16; CTA financials, 1961-2009.

inflation perfectly, and it should be a straight horizontal line when adjusting for inflation.
In an enterprise that is realizing scale and other efficiencies, we should even see a
downhill slope on the inflation-adjusted curve over the years. I was able to determine the
cost to the company of providing a ride at several points in CTA’s history, and I included
the 1917-1921 Chicago Motor Bus Co. cost for reference, even though it does not include
the rail system.
The bottom solid line (red, if this report is printed in color) is the pure cost of
riding the CTA, not factoring for inflation, and so we expect to see such a sloping line,
although note that it is steeper than inflation. The top line (blue) adjusts the bottom red
line for inflation. (The thick dotted line segments simply draw a connection from the preCTA regime to the CTA, and the fine dotted line is a rough noncompounded curve to
show the raw inflation trend.)
This top line would be straight and horizontal for a system in equilibrium, or
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heading downward for a system that is realizing net efficiencies. But the top line is rising
as well, which means it is rising faster than inflation. How can this be? It must be because
something very significant in addition to inflation is causing the CTA’s expenses to rise.
At least a portion of this must be due to worker wages. Chicago Motor Bus’
drivers were making 65 cents an hour in 1921. This works out to $6.86 in 2004 dollars,
barely minimum wage. But union bus drivers today make $28 per hour. Surely this nearly
fourfold expansion is what is causing at least some of the upward trend, perhaps most of
it. Other budgets, such as for equipment, technology, non-union staff such as
management, and so on, must be much easier to curb than unions.
But the 1921 cost for labor (Figure 19) shows that it constitutes just over a quarter
of the expenses of the company. In fact, Motor Bus’s 1921 operator and conductor
expenses (25.9%) are nearly the same as the bus drivers’ share (26.5%) of what we
estimated as the total expenses of the 2004 CTA bus system. Considering that bus drivers,
having lost their conductors, assume more duties today than their 1920’s cohorts, this
suggests that operator wages as compared to duties may only barely be keeping up as a
proportion of the bus system’s basic duties to provide a service.
Note that this comparison is being made with the full estimate of the bus system’s
expenses, not “essential” only, but the entire expense. If we were to evaluate the portion
of bus driver wages from the “essence” of the system, labor would be just over half of the
Wage Comparison, Chicago Motor Bus Co. 1917-1921
and Chicago Transit Authority 2004

Budget for drivers and conductors
Total expenses, including deductions
Portion of total bus system expenses

1917-1921
Chicago Motor
Bus Co.
$670,817
$2,587,951
25.92%

Figure 19: Sources: Bus Transportation 1922b, p. 35; CTA financials, 2004.
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2004 CTA Bus
(“Full”)
$250,174,546
943,656,427
26.51%

2004 CTA Bus
(“Essence”)
$250,174,546
489,471,123
51.11%

total budget for the bus system (51.1%). This may or may not come closer to a justifiable
complaint for management, but in the future if they choose to raise the complaint that
driver wages are too high, they will also need to explain the accompanying system
expansion, which in 2004 was over $450 million, or about half the CTA’s bus expense.
This expansion leaves the aggregate expenditures for bus drivers and supervisors at
1920’s levels, when they were being grossly underpaid. While drivers are paid closer to
what they are worth today, basic service has been greatly reduced over the years, and
drivers wage parity has not risen with the agency’s managerial raises. How can this
happen while the agency expends over half a billion dollars annually in bus management
costs, and this figure continues to grow?
Note also that the bottom line in the graph shows the real costs moving upwards
away from the inflation curve faster and faster as the CTA moves from the “organization
man” era of the 1950’s through to the technocracy of the present day. I have adjusted for
inflation and the curve is still rising. I have also shown that the rising curve has little if
anything to do with driver labor costs. But another thing that is blamed for steadily rising
costs is the energy picture. We should have a closer look at the data in any case, so let us
use more detailed year-to-year data and zoom in to the last 50 years, rather than a whole
century (Figure 20).
The square points beneath (blue, if in color) and diamonds above (red) are the real
and (2004) inflation-adjusted costs per passenger, respectively. The dashed portion in this
case represents missing years of data. The (yellow) line at the bottom is an indication of
relative annual energy costs for the system, a composite based on the annual price of a
billion Btu of all energy (fuel, diesel fuel, electricity, etc.) in the transportation sector. The
upward trends of both cost lines are still visible here as in the coarser graph in Figure 18,
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Chicago Transit Authority Year-To-Year Total-System Cost Per Ride
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Figure 20: Sources: CTA financials, 1963-2009; U.S. Energy Information Administration, State Energy Data System.

but there is a lower slope due to the scaling, and we also see a couple of anomalies.
The sharp rise in the early 1970’s in the red upper line is surely the result of the
fuel shortage and severe inflation during that period; it shows what can happen to a large
system during very hard times. In fact, drastic service cuts in 1973 are what led to the
creation in 1974 of the Regional Transit Authority, which I will discuss below. The
relatively smooth blue lower line suggests how much worse the situation was for the CTA
in the 1970’s than it is in today’s recession, but it may also show that the relative portion
of other factors that we are looking for (i.e., bureaucracy and technology) is more
widespread and distributed across the system today than it was then, even with huge pet
projects like Motorola’s Monitor CTA. Also note how the adjusted costs for the CTA are,
today, still more than 50 cents higher than they were 50 years ago. That is a third again as
much as it was, adjusted, a half a century later. Something inside the system has been
growing and continues to grow, and it is not inflation, essential labor costs, or energy
costs.
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Barring other explanations, we can assume with reasonable confidence that the
steady rise in expenditures is not primarily due to inflation, rubber-meets-the-road wages,
or energy, but in hundreds of millions of dollars of less basic expenses. The question,
then, is what portion of that is truly objectively essential (finally, without quotes) to the
survival of the authority and what is not really serving the basic need to get passengers to
their destinations safely and in a reasonable time. Technical managerial bureaucracy for
the system appears to have expanded greatly. Is a top accountant’s $200,000-plus salary
essential? Is a staff attorney’s six-digit salary more or less than the total cost simply to
settle his or her current docket? What about 100 of these attorneys? What should we
make of the fact that the average salary among the planning department’s 84 employees
was over $75,000 in 2004?108
Or perhaps the problem does not lie in management bureaucracy, but in
expanding consumables contracts. There are an awful lot of very round five- and six-digit
numbers in the thousands of lucrative (though presumably competitive) contracts for
basic things that the CTA orders, usually in 24- and 36-month supply contracts. How
often are these exhaustively examined? How much toilet paper is worth exactly
$200,000, and how many paper towels worth exactly $380,000? How many rolls is that
and how much is it per roll?109
Finally, and to the main point, there are the technological mediative insertions. If
even many large insertions were to fall away, the system could still work. The system
could run without even a hiccup if it suddenly lost the 24/7 BusTracker for a week or a
month, and it could even adjust if, through some bizarre problem, we were suddenly
forced to shell out only cash in what are now, fortunately, guarded train stations, and on
108 CTA 2004, passim.
109 CTA 2009.
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buses with cameras, and security systems, and expensive transit police detail cars tailing
them. Drivers would be forced to carry change and punch holes into paper transfers, and
we’d see some more armored cars and forms to fill out, and there might even be some
embezzlement—but it would work, and it may even cost less.
Many technologies may be argued as hardly mission-critical—but they are almost
impossible to cut back on when belt-tightening is in order, more difficult than staff, even
more difficult than toilet paper. You cannot fire them. They are not employees. You
cannot “unbuy” such a technical insertion, and it is almost impossible to sell one used.
They are neither consumables nor free-moving capital. In fact, as fixtures they can be so
ingrained into a business as to be impossible to remove. The Merchandise Mart knew this
about the CTA during its longtime tenancy there. Bob Belcaster, a former Chicago real
estate executive, was CTA’s shrewd chief in the early 1990’s. According to one former
employee, Belcaster knew that the Mart had leverage over the CTA in terms of rent
because the authority’s technical systems were so deeply wired into the bowels of the
building that it would be very costly to find another landlord. Although this will not show
in any records, and Belcaster downplayed its importance to me,110 various changes may
have been justified in part for this reason, including the CTA’s construction of a building
of their own rather than ripping out and replacing the old wiring in the Mart.111
New competitive bidding for cost-saving is often impossible, as these
relationships evolve over time, since the hardware and software are proprietary. Tests
may cost millions of dollars, and so it is hard to say “no” to a successful evaluation after
investing so much into it. And for each major insertion there are dozens of tiny
appendage-insertions and expansive (and expensive) change orders, for such things as
110 Belcaster interview, April 2011.
111 Interview index 78, April 2011.
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new network wiring, support equipment, additional staff, unforeseen omissions, service
contracts, upgrade options. When a new advance in technology is approaching, the
shortcomings of its predecessor loom large. As with the electromechanical-to-Motorolato-Orbital-to-Clever advance in vehicle tracking technologies, the newer technology has
its personal reasons not to cooperate with the older one.
The breadth and political entrenchment of these systems also make it difficult to
cut. First of all, BusTracker and the Chicago Card Plus are only small tips of the iceberg,
and they are merely the two most visible larger systems among dozens of other major
technical-bureaucratic projects (some even larger) as well as thousands of small things
that the system supports. But because of this, in effect, these systems are the employees
who purchase them, account for them, feed them rolls of things, order service, and as
such they are also the numerous managers, computers, cubicles, and filing cabinets full of
paper surrounding them, both at CTA headquarters and at the offices of their hundreds of
contractors. They are the grave decisionmaking processes of the august board and so
justify their existence and compensation. And, of course, if the authority were to eschew
these technologies, it would be criticized as behind the times. The CTA, like any other
large system, must stay at the forefront of technology, arguing cost savings and efficiency
—but at the same moment they suffer from internal hemorrhage. Yet it is believed that the
next great technology will solve all of the problems.
A difficult-to-escape technological dependency can result from small, not even
obviously technological, insertions. An example is a costly shelving system with
proprietary parts whose design the manufacturer discontinues one day. A type of flooring
that calls for the use of a special cleaning solution and applicator. A specialized trash can
with a patented disposable plastic bag design. These dependencies permeate companies
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like the CTA. This is the Gillette razor philosophy applicable to virtually all of the
millions of things that can be procured for the corporate world. High technology is only
the most costly and most deeply dependency-laden of them all.
All of the above factors have contributed over the decades to the expansion of the
Chicago Transit Authority, which, as I hope I have shown, may be costing quite a bit
more than it should reasonably cost to run.
I showed a snapshot above of a single component of CTA’s operation, the bus
schedule adherence mechanism. It is important to note that this is only one kind of
technological insertion among numerous subsumptions of simpler functions within this
operation. My showing an elapsed snapshot of the general finances between 1917 and
2009 was an effort to demonstrate the extent of the expansion. Further documentary
analysis should allow a deeper picture of the causes of these methodical expansions.
The transit doomsday device
CTA is funded by a combination of rider fares and federal and state funding. The
city itself contributes nothing to the CTA. Federal funding—for which the CTA competes
with the hundreds of other transit authorities nationwide—is primarily for capital
projects, although the board can choose to move a portion of capital funding to operations
in difficult times. State funding is passed to the CTA through the Regional Transportation
Authority, which also provides funding and oversight of the Metra suburban commuter
rail and the Pace suburban bus system.
State legislators outside greater Chicagoland, always in a tax tug-of-war with
Chicago colleagues, tend to view transit in northeastern Illinois as oversubsidized by the
rest of the state, and there are squabbles even among the three RTA agencies. Legislators
agreed to let the CTA, Metra, and Pace fight over state funding through the creation of
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the RTA in 1974. Its board, having representation from the city and the six-county area,
acts both as a competitive check and balance on distribution of state funds, and as another
potential layer of transparency. The CTA must derive about half of its operating revenue
from the farebox to qualify for its full share of the other half, the RTA state-funding for
operations. The RTA funding formula has always been resented by CTA officials, because
it ties operating funds to the vicissitudes of ridership, but over the years they have learned
how to make it work well for them. However, they bully riders and drivers in the process.
The CTA has used variable cost recovery for managing bus route performance.112
This means that each individual route must be profitable, or else it sticks out like a sore
thumb and goes onto a list that requires extraordinary justification, such as sustained
community outrage, if it is to continue to run in the red. “This criterion is sensitive to
changes in RTA subsidy,” the 1991 report stated, and therefore it was considered good,
even if it pushed around drivers and riders, especially riders without a strong voice—
presumably the most important parts of the system to protect.
What is unsaid here is what in the CTA has not been so sensitive to changes in
subsidies—namely, administrative and technical extravagance. In fact, subsidies would
seem to encourage these things to creep up and expand. It does so with virtually no
oversight, except in the case of the rare watchdog complaint or public scandal.
Nevertheless, Robert Belcaster, who ran the CTA in the first half of the 1990’s, argued
that due to the funding formula’s emphasis on recovery costs, the CTA was being forced
to operate as a business and yet needed more subsidy if it was to serve the public.113
Belcaster also claimed that the CTA was efficient because its administrative
overhead was less than 8% of its budget, the lowest of any large U.S. transit system.
112 City of Chicago 1991, pp. 2-3.
113 Belcaster 1995.
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While Belcaster has been praised for having tightened CTA’s belt during his tenure, this
kind of figure is misleading. “Administrative overhead” does not take into account all of
the growth in the system—especially including hidden administrative growth underneath
operational costs—that develops in a system over many decades. Support costs for such
things as new fare technologies spread organically like creeping vines through
operational and administrative budgets. There is some room for the argument that
Belcaster and others have made over the years—that the expansions have to do with
mounting regulatory and legal structures over which they have little or no control. But
this is only a small part of the expansion; no study that I know of has been done to
determine exactly which part of transit’s budget pie goes to objective “rubber meets the
road” expenses; regulatory pressures; and objectively excessive technocratic and
bureaucratic system expansion.
This would be worthwhile but very difficult: the Americans With Disabilities Act,
the Patriot Act, and other large bureaucratic insertions have repeatedly been cited as
justifications for changes in both capital expenditures and operations, and sometimes very
indirectly. For example, ADA pressure was briefly a rationale for pushing so hard on
contactless smart cards, because disabled riders were having difficulty with magnetic
cards.114 But today it is rarely cited as a cause. As I mentioned above, security has been
cited almost every time more precise bus tracking needs to be justified, most recently just
after 9/11.115 What fraction of the cost for these things, then, is treated as properly
regulatory, what as bureaucratic waste, and what as part of bare-bones operation? And is
any of it really anyone’s deliberate doing, or is this simply a massive machine that
nobody can control? Whatever the case, the overheads atop basic provision of service are
114 Bigness 1998.
115 Kredow and Antonisse 2002.
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far higher than they used to be.
The CTA before, during, and after Belcaster struggled with how to justify more
money from the state and federal governments, even when they made cuts. Frank Kruesi
continued to develop the message, for lawmakers and the public, during his tenure. The
agency was always heading to Springfield and Washington with its hand out on an annual
basis, usually with the message that various new projects or staff were awfully necessary
for the future of transit. Only gradually did it learn the ideal way to get the most out of
the lobbying. This was to “agitate” riders and drivers by putting the squeeze on them. The
media message would shift from begging one group to threatening another.
In 2004, with desk jobs at the CTA at unprecedented highs, and with budget
approval approaching, Kruesi did not cut administrative staff. Instead, he warned of
drastic service cuts if the state did not increase CTA’s subsidy.116 He released two separate
2005 budgets. One assumed increased funding would be granted, and the other was the
“bad news” budget. He began to do this year in and year out. It eventually became known
in the media as “CTA Doomsday.” Ron Huberman continued this technique when he
succeeded Kruesi in 2007. Huberman—with a wink to Mayor Daley’s political and media
wunderkind David Axelrod—went so far as to utilize the doomsday device as a public
marketing scheme, as a political campaign. He developed an elaborate media spin and
had staff paste costly signs, full of bleak downhill graphs and other lurid projections, all
over the city. CTA workers had been turned into a political army.
The message was drummed into riders and drivers, and they went ballistic,
coming from all quarters and flooding Springfield with their concerns. I myself was so
taken in by the message that in late 2007 I worked to organize bus drivers, paratransit
116 Hilkevitch 2004.
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riders, and labor in starting a new rider-driver organization modeled after Los Angeles’
successful Transit Riders Union. Today, the CTA uses “doomsday” annually as a device
to force riders and drivers to complain until state government relents.
Not only was the CTA’s budget already bloated, it was probably increased for
political reasons. Frank Kruesi has been among Mayor Richard M. Daley’s most ancient
and devoted loyalists. He roomed with Daley in Springfield and was the mastermind for
many projects. His wife was Mayor Daley’s scheduler. One thing Daley always needed
were jobs for his army of political workers, and he put confidants at the head of every
major city division to accomplish this. With Kruesi heading the CTA, administrative staff
ballooned audaciously, from a low of 722 set by Belcaster and Mosena, more than
doubling it to 1,495 in 2002 (Figure 21). He fattened other divisions during his years as
well, apparently staggering the increases but holding total operating employees more or
less around 11,000. In 1999, the latest year data is available, staffing figures returned to
around pre-Kruesi levels—which, as my main point contends, may stll be much higher
than necessary.117 But this has not kept CTA heads from pulling out the “doomsday
device” each autumn when budget time approaches.
In Figure 21, the ratio swings wildly, from one administrator for every 10.3
operations positions in 2008, to one in 4.5 at the peak of Kruesi’s manipulations in 2002.
This is not to suggest that I think even a one-to-ten ratio is appropriate, and it does not
take into account the hundreds of extraneous administration, support, and technicalsystem overheads welded into the vehicle operation and contractor budgets—which
probably make the true ratio problematically high, regardless of Kruesi.
I’ve already asserted that the CTA is vastly overfunded to support an excess
117 National Transit Database data, 1997-2009. See also Hilkevitch 2004.
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CTA Administration to Operations, 1997-2009
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Figure 21: Source: National Transit Database.

administrative and technical bureaucracy that fails in many ways to provide clean, ontime, friendly service. In fact, because the funding formula calls for fares to rise with
budget increases, ironically, the bureaucracy is actually what helps make the service
unaffordable to use for many riders; and because this mechanism begets complex and
poorly designed technical systems, the bureaucracy helps make the system inconvenient.
If the CTA would begin truly operating as a business, and cut the hundreds of millions of
dollars that go into its technocracy, then fares could decrease by as much as half, while
service could actually expand significantly.
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FARE TECHNOLOGY
Early development
There are many aspects in the move away from cash that are unique to new fare
media and did not exist at all in the earlier world of cash, tokens, and paper transfers. In
the transition to the new magnetic and electronic media, nearly all benefits went to the
authority and its technology vendors, and amenities were stripped from most riders.
The outward components of fare management involve accepting the rider’s
money, possibly converting it into some form more manageable for the authority, and
effectuating transfers from one leg of a trip to another. These matters were not very
complicated from the time Chicago’s first horse-drawn carriage hit State Street in 1859,
until 1919 when the bus company was growing. This is because for the cost of a ride a
single coin sufficed, and as to profits the “theory of averages” prevailed.118 In the U.S.,
the nickel fare became a national standard by the 1870’s, and a legal limit in some states;
the private bus and streetcar companies that offered it in Chicago were profitable until
around 1919. Free transfer among routes of a single carrier was common, and each
printed its own rudimentary transfers. There arose cooperative transfer arrangements
among the several rail and streetcar companies, later joined by the motor bus companies.
Eventually, as fares began involving combinations of coins, and later when
automated turnstiles were introduced at rail stations, tokens came and went. Between
1947 and 1952, when the CTA was just getting started, the cost of a fare went from a

118 Electric Railway Journal 1912, p. 955. In Great Britain’s competitive environment, horsecar fares
actually went from a tuppence or “two pee” coin, to one penny, to halfpence.
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dime to 20 cents, and so in 1949 the CTA minted two token designs for the Chicago
Surface Lines and Chicago Rapid Transit Company, the streetcar and elevated lines that
they had purchased two years before. This was primarily a convenience for the CTA, so
as to reduce the cost of managing the greater bulk in coin that two dimes or some other
combination presented. Since change was always dispensed on buses, streetcars, and even
trains, it also simplified things for operators. But this was the first trade-off for the bus
rider: having to carry two kinds of currency in one’s pocket—one tenderable only on the
CTA and nonrefundable—was offset by only a minor convenience in boarding, and this
only when fares were in difficult combinations of coin. You could give tokens to your
children and they couldn’t waste them on ice cream,119 but then you couldn’t give them to
the grocer when you needed to buy eggs, and the CTA wouldn’t buy them back. One
report states that tokens were unavailable starting in 1959, because the basic fare had
gone to a quarter two years before.120 This is possible, since the weight difference
between bulk quarters and smaller tokens may have been significant for the authority’s
collection operation, but it would have been deemed less of a problem than separately
accounting and wrapping tokens. In 1967, fares began a precipitous rise, and within two
years tokens had to be reintroduced.121
Transfers were in use on Chicago streetcars from the late 19th century (Figure
22).122 Not only was a bogus transfer a problem to the company issuing it, streetcar
companies sometimes cooperated to allow riders to move from one line to another
119 I’m grateful to CTA bus operator Paul #12xxx, out of 103rd Street garage, for recalling this amenity.
120 Vandervoort 2011. Another Chicago transit historian, Harry Brooks, who was in school at the time,
assures me that at least student tokens, and probably regular tokens, were never curtailed. Vandervoort
responds with circumstantial support: “When tokens were discontinued in 1959, apparently 2 tokens
went for 45 cents, while the cash fare was 25 cents. This meant a 2½-cent increase for former token
users. The restoration of tokens in 1969 was for a clearer reason. That was when CTA adopted its exact
fare system [no change on buses], and tokens made it easier for passengers to deal with that.”
121 ibid.
122 Veronico 1949.
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Figure 22: The design of this 1899 Chicago City Railway streetcar transfer was virtually identical
to others nationwide. The insertion’s essential formula—a printed paper slip with date, time, and
route indication—didn’t change for nearly 100 years, although a revolutionary clock-and-map
design came in 1932-33 (see Figure 23, page 85). On early transfers, the route and date are
printed, and the hour punched by the driver, while later insertions subdivided the hours as well as
the place in the route that the rider boarded. This was to minimize opportunities for re-use. From
1986 to 1997 when magnetic farecards and transfers replaced it, the CTA transfer regressed to
something remarkably similar to this. Reprinted from Veronico 1949.

without having to pay a second full fare. These transfer slips, therefore, were like money
and treated as such in every way. Conductors were reminded that accepting a bad transfer
was like permitting the company “to be paid in counterfeit money.”123 In the early days of
privately run streetcar companies, conductors had to turn in transfers showing the
originating line, and the receiving company would use the transfers to compute a fare
split.
As one might imagine, this modest slip of paper precipitated a 107-year history of
scrapes among riders, conductors, and transit companies.124 Some riders, finding the cost
of a fare prohibitive, would frequently “stoop to the curb” to find a free ride.125
Conductors would regularly call the police on adamant riders with transfer disputes who
refused to alight. Companies no doubt recruited competitors’ conductors to hand over
other companies’ surplus transfers so they could turn them in for credit—double value for
gaining revenue and hurting the enemy. In 1909, newsboys could earn a hefty $1 to $3
123 ibid.
124 For legal history, see The American and English Railroad Cases, E. Thompson & Co. and daily
newspaper archives.
125 Veronico 1949.
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more per day by selling a good transfer and a newspaper together.126 There can be little
doubt that some wily conductors must have passed out entire pads, saving the boys
stooping time and splitting the profits. These losses were very difficult to control. Transit
companies had to moonlight as security printers. Early transfers nationwide only showed
a date, hour, and route name printed. The expiration rules were only loosely interpreted,
and so used transfers could still be played in a large area of the city for a couple of hours.
Worse yet, conductors quietly sold blank transfers, so serial numbers were added, and
hole punchers evolved from basic circles into elaborate shapes for each conductor or a
day of the week. Soon, the time indication had to be broken into 10-minute increments.
The Great Depression did not help matters: the embezzlement and graft rapidly
spread into a well-oiled citywide mechanism. A rider’s route status needed to be finertuned to show the specific route segment and general direction of travel, which made
transfer designs very elaborate. In 1932, the streetcar company introduced an ingenious
new transfer with a clockface and a zoned citywide map (Figure 23), allowing a rider 10
minutes per zone in a reasonably straight path. A detailed handbook was provided to
conductors to explain the several new technological insertions on the transfer.127 They had
to print a different transfer for each route, to help limit the chance of reuse. This involved
a printing-and-delivery system that by 1949 was moving 1.5 billion transfers annually,
consuming 2.4 million pounds of paper, 30 tons of printing ink, and three tons of staple
wire. And this did not include the pink transfers for the elevated line. The upside was that,
by the CTA’s reckoning, one 13-cent streetcar fare paid for the printing of 1,000 of these
transfers.128 The work was done by only 25 workers. Clearly, the improvements helped to
126 Lind 1974, p. 197.
127 Chicago Surface Lines 1932.
128 Of course, numerous printed paper transfers on every route go unused and expire every day.
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hold the line on “stooping,” although continued changes to the transfer were required,
and this could do little to control internal fraud. New disputes arose when riders could not
make the zones within the specified time, and so later transfers were issued for two hours
from the time punched. But the design changed very little from 1932 to the 1990’s when
they were replaced with magnetic media.
Overall, the transfer system worked, and it benefited riders and saved the
authority money. But it was a difficult operation for the authority to manage, and
embezzlement was hard to control because there was little money to handle growing
security problems. By the late 1980’s, an embarrassed CTA admitted to the Chicago
Tribune that there were no safeguards on internal control of transfers.129 CTA board
member Howard Medley related his own experience: a man on the street not only had
boasted to him that he “had a regular driver” who supplied him every day, but the man
had offered to set Medley up in the business. Medley may have exaggerated when he
estimated that millions were lost in this manner alone.130 One widespread activity from
that period involved clerks at train stations accepting a full cash fare, punching “Transfer
Received” on the counter, and sweeping hundreds of dollars a day into their pockets. The
“Transfer Received” scam was discovered in a 1991 FBI investigation.131
Passes and cash also had issues. In the late 1980’s, counterfeit CTA passes were
being sold on the street at 30% to 40% below regular price, costing the CTA an estimated
$1.2 million annually. An investigation was launched.132 In 1993, the CTA suspended 14
train conductors suspected of stealing hundreds of thousands of dollars in cash fares.133

129 Washburn 1986.
130 ibid.
131 Washburn 1993a.
132 Washburn 1989a, 1989b.
133 Washburn 1993a.
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Figure 23: The intuitive clockface and route-map innovations (note the bold/colored portion
showing the specific route) change almost imperceptibly from their 1930’s roots (shown at top is
original 1933 design) to the 1980’s; this format was eliminated only when magnetic fare media took
over. Collection of Will Vandervoort.

Embezzlement and reselling of tokens on the street was also not uncommon,
though this was more difficult to get away with because they were accounted carefully.
But tokens had inherent problems that became more apparent as fare increases became
more frequent: every time a rise was imminent, there would be a run on tokens and the
system would run out, enriching a few at the expense of the many. This happened three
separate times in the 1990s, as fares shot up from $1 to $1.50.134 In 1991, the CTA almost
minted a new token, but decided against it, and a later increase, in January 1996, saw yet
another run on tokens. Later that same year, the CTA revealed that riders were costing the
CTA $180,000 annually using a coin from another country that cost less than a penny in
collector shops, because it worked like the $1.35 token in turnstiles.135 And when poverty
and crime rose in the city, and fares rose, armed robbery of bus drivers and conductors of
change also became quite common.
134 Washburn 1995, Vandervoort 2011.
135 Washburn 1996.
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The “tortured” move to an electronic fare regime
While the line could more or less be held on any single one of these wayward
mechanisms, by the late 1980’s and into the 1990’s the total picture was not good: cash
embezzlement and theft; the counterfeiting of monthly passes, ultimately requiring
elaborate printing and holographic lamination; token and transfer abuse; and even the
occasional armed robbery all conspired to cause too much loss. The complicated system
needed greater overall integrity, and in December 1990 the authority announced plans to
install an automated system “whose $36 million cost should be more than offset” by the
savings it would generate.136 The solution, including its many collateral insertions, has
ended up costing many times more than $36 million, including the creation of new
problems, possibly more deeply rooted and more costly, and its design and operation also
have subtle shortcomings for millions of riders. This is the crux of the inversion.
The primary vendor of this technology nationwide has been Cubic Systems of San
Diego. According to its promotional materials, Cubic “equips people to fight their way
through the queue, be it a subway or a firing line. For the latter, it designs, manufactures,
and installs combat simulation and training products; for the former, automatic fare
collection (AFC) systems.” In 2010, Cubic earned $1.2 billion, about two-thirds from
defense and mission support systems, and one-third from transportation fare systems.137
In the 1970’s, after great successes in Cold War armament telemetry and spy systems,
Cubic diversified into fare media, first equipping the Illinois Central Gulf Railway,
followed soon after by San Francisco’s BART and Washington D.C.’s Metro.
The original systems used a paper card with a magnetic stripe and printed a
running balance on the face of the card (Figure 24); this basic form is still in use on the
136 Washburn 1990.
137 U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and Raymond James.
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older systems. In those days, automated fare-collection systems
were truly space-age and seemed futuristic: they were described
breathlessly in publications like Popular Science and Popular
Mechanics as an integral part of San Francisco’s computerized
train station of the future.138 IBM, which had been contracted for
the BART project, abandoned it midway. Cubic sailed in to fill the
Figure 24: The IBM-Cubic
technology is amenable to
both machine and human
because the magnetic stripe
maintained machine data and
a running balance was printed
for human readability. This is
a recent (2010) BART card.
The running balance was
omitted from CTA’s and later
Cubic implementations,
including New York’s.
Author’s collection.

gap and by the late 1980’s had become the U.S.’s major supplier.
They had moved away from paper cards to more durable plastic
cards without running balances, instead adding displays on
turnstiles and fareboxes.139 But for the most part their offerings
were very similar to their IBM origins.

CTA’s original 1990 proposal was meant only to address monthly pass
counterfeiting, not to replace tokens, cash, and transfers. It was said that an electronic
card system would save $11 million a year, $6.5 million of this in reduced shrinkage due
to pass fraud, and the plan included cutting 10% of the ticket agents. Full-fledged Cubic
fare systems already in place since the 1970’s in San Francisco and Washington, D.C.
were referred to repeatedly. By 1993, “after seven tortured years of development and
planning,” the ball was rolling in another direction, this time toward not only replacement
of passes, but also to converting the token system to a farecard mechanism.140 The idea
was to reduce or eliminate cash handling and put the whole job into refrigerator-size
vending machines and electronic turnstiles at every train station, as well as electronic
fareboxes on buses.
138 Walker 1971, p. 134; Lamm 1973, p. 80.
139 Cubic corporate history.
140 Washburn 1993b.
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The costs had already nearly tripled before the first check was written. The 1990
estimate of $36 million had become $52 million in 1993.141 By the time the CTA finally
made a decision to buy in 1997—eleven years after first broaching the problem—the cost
for a magnetic card implementation had risen to over $106 million.142 But if it was now to
replace cash, tokens, transfers, and passes, and to eliminate all of the systemic failings
that these insertions involved, it was, arguably, worth the investment. The CTA said that it
should still take only six to eight years to recoup the capital investment.143 CTA president
David Mosena said that the new cards were “an integral part of a new, more customerfriendly era.”144 But industry discussion seemed almost completely unconcerned about
how customers might be affected.145 In general, the new fare system has failed to
eliminate many problems, it has introduced numerous new ones, it has caused several
policy shifts that make boarding transit far more inconvenient for most riders—and it
continues to cost the agency many millions annually.
When fully implemented, the system would include durable stainless-steel
turnstiles; one or more card vending machines at every train station; new bus fareboxes
with magnetic readers and money acceptors; and all of the necessary servers, power and
network wiring, and plenty of ancillary equipment. Continuing maintenance contracts
also needed to be drawn up.
Piece by piece, certain old fare concepts were deleted, and new assumptions
replaced them. For example, while tokens of course had no expiration date, the new
141 Washburn 1993c.
142 Washburn 1997.
143 Fleishman et al. 1996, p. 128.
144 Washburn 1997.
145 See, for example, Fleishman et al. 1996, pp. 127-128, passim. Virtually all of the discussion in this
otherwise detailed federal government report focused on cost savings and the comparative virtues of all
of the newest technologies, but included practically nothing about relative customer convenience and
what could be lost in the change.
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Figure 25: CTA’s magnetic fare media in use since 1997. These are plastic, rather than
paper as was implemented on San Francisco’s BART and Washington, D.C.’s Metro.
But the most important difference is the lack of a running balance. An expiration time
is printed by fareboxes on some cards—such as passes, and transfer cards until they
were discontinued in 2006—which means that all machines do have inkjet printers
inside, and the cost of maintaining these thousands of printers still exists, but the most
important information they can give, a balance, is not provided. Author’s collection.

transit cards (Figure 25) would include an expiration date and the accompanying
expiration policy printed upon them. In September 1998, the CTA announced that
farecards would be sold in ten-packs just like tokens, and that tokens would be
discontinued the next June. Thus began the perilous analogy of token to farecard. Soon,
the ten-packs were including the cost of a transfer on each card, in the continuing effort to
totally outmode cash on buses.
Smart cards enter the picture
The push continued. In March 1998—only nine months after the magnetic cards
were rolled out—Cubic and CTA technologists began promoting the next generation of
card, the now-familiar “contactless” smart card that allows a user to pay by simply
waving it near a scanning hotspot. The crowbar to introduce this reportedly was the
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compliance juggernaut built around the Americans With Disabilities Act.146 Those in
wheelchairs and with other limitations were having difficulties feeding the magnetic
cards exactly as prescribed, with the magnetic stripe in just the right direction. Whereas
monthly passes came to be worn around the neck and didn’t even require a gesture, and
unique tactile tokens could be fished out and dropped into the generous coin slot even by
the blind and others with eye-hand challenges, this card business was something brand
new. Even people without disabilities were having trouble.
In fact, the CTA was well aware of the potential ADA complaints even before
magnetic cards were introduced. They had even been warned that “what was accessible
[simply showing passes] was being made inaccessible” with the magnetics.147 In any
event, on August 1, 2000—just three years after the magnetics came out—the Chicago
Card was put into use (Figure 26).148
Another advantage invented for contactless smart cards, at the spur of the
moment, was dual boarding. Soon after the Chicago Card was introduced, CTA President
Frank Kruesi began having the smart card hotspots on all buses mounted a few feet from
the farebox, calling it a “fast lane.” While cash and magnetic-card holders would struggle
at the farebox, the argument went, Chicago Card holders could breeze past them on the
left. That, at least, was the theory. The problem was that this caused great confusion for
drivers and riders alike, and the devices were moved, at great cost, onto the fareboxes.
They also had been warned of the high potential failure rate of the thousands of
mechanical roller-fed, contact-based magnetic-media devices in the field used to read and
write these cards. Contactless technology has one major advantage: there are no moving
146 Bigness 1998.
147 ibid.
148 Hilkevitch 2000.
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Figure 26: The (stored-value) Chicago Card smart card (left); and the later (credit-card–tied) Chicago Card Plus (right), in its
snappy printed mailer made to look like a pricey leather wallet. The Chicago Card Plus campaign cost over $1 million. These
cards cost over $3 just for the fare media, far more when all promotional, technical, and interchange costs are taken into
account. Regular magnetic Transit Card and cash users subsidize these luxury cards. Author’s collection.

parts, and the system is fully sealed, so their failure rate is a tiny fraction of magnetic’s.
Only five years into operation of the new fare system, it experienced serious problems
that placed some doubt on its future: magnetic-card machines reaching their fifth
birthdays increasingly were “corrupting” riders’ card values.149 Why did they not simply
implement contactless cards in the first place, and skip magnetics? Because the new
cards, equipped with chips, cost many times more to reproduce than magnetic media.
It is curious that in 1993, the CTA was boasting that the system would save $11
million annually from shrinkage, and eight years later, in 2001, it was stating that it
would cost $11 million annually to provide regular maintenance and repair of the new
fare equipment.150 This is not a forensic data point, but counting depreciation of the
original $106 million price tag, and allowing these two figures to cancel out, and taking
into account additional overheads and new adoption costs, such as those for smart cards,
this becomes a starting point to ask whether large-scale high-tech systems always save
money or often cost much more to operate than their low-tech, in-house equivalents,
when the latter are expertly administered.
There were numerous other glitches over the years, such as machines not reading
149 Hilkevitch 2002a.
150 Hilkevitch 1997, 2001a.
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new $20 bills; card programming errors that affected a few thousand riders here and
there; breaking machines, or users who could not get used to the machines. These things
sometimes cost a bit to resolve: a software fix here, a policy change or new instructions
there. But we are not concerning ourselves here with minor glitches; to raise those issues
is to invite the response that these things are soon to be fixed and then everything will be
just fine. We are interested in higher-level aspects that are rarely if ever raised and
difficult to address when they are. As most of the system’s problems were being ironed
out, other changes in assumptions were taking place. Tokens were eliminated in June,
1999, and the era of the bus driver or ticket agent who could sell you a pack of tokens
was forgotten. But after a spate of costly thefts of changemaking machines in train
stations, the CTA was forced to begin paying security guards to sit all night in every train
station across the city. Even so, it became policy to remove all change machines from
train stations, while bus drivers had stopped dispensing change in 1969.151 At a certain
point, riders were being trained to put larger amounts on cards, if they couldn’t find a
currency exchange or supermarket that sold smaller amounts.152 There was talk of a ban
on pennies in vending machines in 2003, and this was eventually accomplished. Banning
dollars was briefly investigated but abandoned. If it had been done, riders would have had
little choice but to accept it.
An important point needs to be made. In the past, bus drivers could do many
things that a station agent could do, including hand out schedules, dispense change, and
issue transfers. Riders were assured of paying only what they needed to pay on boarding
a bus. Even before boarding, they knew exactly what they had and needed in terms of
151 Sulzberger 2009.
152 By the 1990’s, most businesses were very reluctant to open the cash register with a “no sale.” Walking
into a random store and asking—a common daily exchange—became fruitless and embarrassing
almost overnight.
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Figure 27: The last physical transfer issued by the CTA, marked with the
date and minute the transfer-free policy went into effect. Since January 1,
2006, cash fare payers may not obtain a transfer and must pay additional
full fares whenever they change buses. Author’s collection.

tokens, cash, and change on hand to board a bus. Once they boarded, as long as riders had
enough money, the resources were available for them to pay only the required fare and
received a transfer only if and when they needed one.
One day, the physical transfer vanished. In fact, I possess the last one ever issued
by the CTA (Figure 27). On December 31, 2005, I left a party in Pilsen and hopped two
or three “penny to ride” New Year buses until I found a nice driver willing to indulge me
and issue me a transfer card at 10:00 p.m. On the back was a printed expiration code of
two hours later at the stroke of midnight, January 1, 2006—the instant that transfers
became extinct in Chicago transit policy. From that time on, when riders boarded a bus
and paid with cash, they were no longer eligible for a transfer. Other riders could use
electronic fare cards and the cost for the right to transfer was simply deducted. For more
than 100 years, “transfer” as a noun was a physical object as well as a right. It will no
longer ever be part of the tangible human world; it is now a mere abstract, a privilege, a
blip, invisible, encoded into memory somewhere.153 This may sound merely nostalgic, but
the deletion of this physical medium has come at great cost to riders, as we are seeing.
153 Bus operators still carry a very small stack of “emergency transfers” which are technically real
transfers, but policy dictates that these are not to be given except under extenuating circumstances.
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The evolution of a fare caste system
Let us understand that any form of noncash fare media is an insertion whose
primary goal is to benefit the authority in efficient, secure fare management and (perhaps)
to speed boarding. On its surface, it may have nothing to offer many riders personally.
This is the core of the inversion: payment used to be an exchange whose form had both
buyer and seller on equal footing. Cash preferred neither buyer nor seller. Today, one
party using the form seems to have gained and the other may have gained nothing, may
even have lost quite a bit. Electronic fare media’s net advantages over cash or tokens, at
least for the rider, can be found to be somewhat dubious. It is more limited than its
predecessors in many regards. In general, modern fare media were not designed to be a
convenience for riders; any perceived or real convenience is merely incidental to the
authority’s interests, and, to many riders, especially many bus riders, there may be no net
convenience.
The CTA was trying to get away from the problems evident with the magnetic
stripe card. But, how could they get this expensive new smart card to sell? The blue
Chicago Card smart card went on sale in November 2002. In late 2003, after nine months
of aggressive marketing, the CTA’s basic Chicago Card was being used by fewer than
23,000 of its hundreds of thousands of regular riders.154 The CTA’s new fare structure
would remove a 10% bonus for the magnetic transit card users but keep it on the Chicago
Card and add it to the Chicago Card Plus. The move was meant to try to spur adoption of
the smart cards; it wasn’t meant to invert amenities so that lower-income users paid the
most and higher-income the least, but this was precisely the effect.
Obtaining a Chicago Card has never been very convenient. Since the cards cost
154 Hilkevitch 2002b.
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over $3 to produce, the CTA wanted to avoid handing them out for free, so they set a
price of $5. They offered several ways to obtain one—by phone, via mailed application,
or by waiting in line at the CTA’s inconveniently located headquarters. The only place
they weren’t offered was exactly where CTA customers could be found: at train stations
and on buses. Since one promise was protection from loss or theft, the CTA was also
having riders provide their personal information. The high price and the hassle have kept
most people on the magnetic cards to this day (see Figure 28, page 101). There was
hardly enough overall advantage to switch to the Chicago Card; but even for riders who
would probably use this ostensibly “convenient” card if they had one, the CTA failed to
provide a convenient way to get one. In order to try to move smart cards, the CTA has
waived the $5 cost at least three times over the years.155 These waivers have not had a
significant enough effect on sales, but they do raise further equity and subsidy questions.
Disappointed, the authority redirected its efforts toward an even newer technology
coming down the pike, one that could be tied to a user’s credit card online and would
automatically deduct a user-defined increment of money (say, $20 or $40) from the credit
card account whenever the fare card’s balance dropped below a certain level.156 In early
2004, this was unveiled amid great fanfare and great expense, alongside the Chicago
Card. It was the gold Chicago Card Plus (see Figure 26, page 91), clearly geared toward
the conveniences demanded by more affluent riders.157 The CTA spared no expense in
developing new web pages, spent very large sums establishing online merchant account
status and clearing systems, and built other systems for ordering and delivering the card.
New adopters are mailed the card in adorable printed paper “billfolds” made to look just
155 Hilkevitch 2003; Chicago Tribune 2005, 2007.
156 Chicago Tribune 2003.
157 Chicago Tribune 2004.
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like leather and probably costing a lot to print. The CTA spent millions promoting the
Chicago Card Plus, to make it almost look like fun to use. And the Chicago Card Plus is
fun, at least compared to the alternatives. But even the CTA’s highest evolution of fare
media can be looked at only as a way to mitigate the inconvenience caused by the need to
carry something other than cash or tokens to use the system. As such, neither smart card
is in widespread use today: as of 2009, there were only approximately 68,000 Chicago
Cards and 28,000 Chicago Card Pluses in use.158
Remember that, as a technological insertion, fare media are designed first and
foremost as an amenity to the authority (as well as to the manufacturer, naturally). They
may actually be a disservice to most riders and drivers; and any convenience they may
bring is either strictly incidental or is designed as a way to mitigate inconvenience. The
Chicago Card Plus is the best the authority has been able to do to ease the hassle of
converting money to fares, and it is geared toward the most affluent everyday users of
transit. Its convenience rests on a mountain of technological requirements. But it is still a
hard sell, because previous technologies generally work for riders.
In the case of the Chicago Card and in particular the Chicago Card Plus, the
authority has bent over backwards to try to please. As mentioned above, the CTA began
by waiving the $5 fee for smart cards; this amounts to a subsidy of the newer cards by
nonadopters. Not only did the CTA rarely if ever really charge the list price for these,
they also began adding other incentives. By 2004—amid warnings of service cuts and
fare hikes—the CTA had cut the normal 10% bonus (on every $10 spent) from the regular
magnetic fare cards but kept it on the Chicago Cards, to try to coax further adoption. This
amounted to a subsidy for some riders and not for others. Beginning in 2006, the CTA not
158 Chicago Tribune 2010.
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only kept the 10% bonuses solely on the Chicago Card and Chicago Card Plus, they
began charging $2 (a 25-cent surcharge per ride) for rail customers who used the regular
magnetic transit card; a ride was only $1.75 for those using the Chicago Card or Chicago
Card Plus. In 2008, they publicly acknowledged that Chicago Card and Chicago Card
Plus users tended to live in more affluent ZIP codes.159
While I have shown that buses themselves have reduced fare amenities for riders
over the decades, train stations have the fullest service, including the basic fare media
vending machines and small vending machines that will allow swiping of credit and debit
cards. Relatively few riders live near train stations, as Census density data tends to
demonstrate. Despite CTA’s efforts to expand train service, gentrification makes train
station proximity still primarily a function of income. Change machines are
conspicuously absent from train stations; but the CTA will accept credit cards from
frequent riders who want to charge up a card, in round increments. Others, including the
poor as well as visitors rich and poor, are forced into adding more value than their exact
fare at any one time.
With the introduction of the new fare media, transit authorities are creating new
socioeconomic boundaries within their own mechanisms. Admittedly, in the past, there
were economically based preferences—for example, despite the discounts, the poor do
not buy monthly passes as regularly as those better off. But the cost was the same for
either class; there was no distinction in the type of medium that either had a reasonable
option to select. It was still within the realm of possibility for a poor person to save up the
$70 to $90 per month for a monthly pass. In contrast, today a poor individual cannot
reasonably expect to save his pennies and have the revolving credit card, ready Internet
159 Chicago Tribune 2008b.
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access, e-mail account, and smartphone, all prerequisite to gaining the fullest advantages
that the transit authority has to offer today.
Cash and the poor’s access to fare media
I mentioned above the extinction of the paper transfer in 2006. The underlying
problem here may not be obvious until one boards a bus with cash only and must transfer.
Without a valid fare card, the rider must pay cash and so is ineligible for a transfer. On
boarding the next bus, there is no record (such as that recorded on a fare card) of having
boarded the first bus, and so the rider must pay a second full fare.
The poorest neighborhoods are lucky to have a single currency exchange or
supermarket within three or four blocks’ walk that will be open. This may be in the
complete opposite direction of the bus stop. Although available at train stations, the
option of a single ride or a ride plus transfer cannot currently be purchased at retail
outlets: the lowest fare-card choice is $5.75 for a single-day pass, and next is a Transit
Card charged with $10. One bus driver I spoke to whispered that she will sometimes give
an “emergency transfer” to a cash rider who complains that the store was not open or was
out of the needed product. But this is rare generosity, and against policy. Normally, the
rider must pay $4.50—two full fares—for the ride on the two buses. Three bus rides,
normally costing $2.25 total using a fare card, as a regular fare and two transfers, will
now cost the cash user a minimum of $6.75.160 I write “a minimum” because the bus
fareboxes dispense no change, and policy insists that riders pay at least a full fare. The
CTA actually banks the value over the regular fare. A rider whose card has only a quarter
on it, and who inserts a five-dollar bill, will donate over $3 to the authority. The value
160 Other authorities have followed Chicago and Boston on this. Advocates in Washington, D.C.
recognized the problem when WMATA eliminated transfers in 2008. See
http://povertyandpolicy.wordpress.com/category/transportation/.
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does not get added to the card. I have warned many surprised riders who were not aware
of this.
In 1987, when the magnetic card was first introduced, cash payments were made
by about half of all bus riders (the remainder were token and pass riders).161 Cash
payment still constituted nearly one in five (16%) of all bus rides in 2004, seven years
after magnetic media were adopted.162 But additional pressure, presumably primarily
from the abolition of paper transfers, has pushed cash payment down to about one in 25
(4%) of all bus rides. Trains cannot be boarded without purchasing a Transit Card at the
station. It has been the CTA’s intent to attempt to get cash fares down to 1% of all fare
payment.163
Nevertheless, this means that there are still tens or even hundreds of thousands of
daily CTA riders who, if transfering from one bus to another, must pay a second full fare
on the second bus ride, and a third full fare on the third ride, now that paper transfers
have been deleted. Not only that, but a cash fare on the bus is now at $2.25, to discourage
people from using cash, whereas the card base bus fare is only $2.00.
If many thousands of riders are still using cash, one must ask who and why. The
most likely culprits are the poor, valuable tourists, and others who somehow either aren’t
accustomed to regularly negotiating today’s complex bus fare menu or are not near a
convenient source of fare cards. I spoke with an old friend who used to be head of the
CTA. I told him that, even if there were only a few riders left, or only one, who still
needed to pay cash, we should be protecting them, not penalizing them. “Why would we
ever want to do that?” he asked. The head of fare technology for one of the the U.S.’s top
161 Chicago Tribune 2010. It is impossible and unnecessary to pay cash to board a train; there are vending
machines at every station and no longer any cash turnstiles.
162 Chicago Tribune 2004.
163 Hilkevitch 2010.
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two suppliers argued similarly. He firmly believes that the difference of $6.75 for a cash
user versus $2.00 for a smart-card user simply “reflects the cost of collecting cash, the
least desirable means of getting paid.”164 When I asked him if any cost-benefit study had
ever been done to support this, he admitted he knew of none. His “least desirable means”
point exhibits the view that vendor and authority share: they seem oblivious to what
means of payment is desirable to riders. This illustrates the extent of the disconnect
between riders and top industry drivers, and reveals the source of the benefit inversions.
The CTA seems proud of the downward pressure on cash-fare use on buses, but
evidence shows that this is being done through what might mildly be called numerous
“inconveniencing” policy insertions. Meanwhile, the smart cards may not be pulling the
economic weight that justifies their massive technical and promotional outlays. The most
recent data available on fare payment shows both of these things: on the one hand, cash
fares are nearly down to 2.5% of all rides; on the other hand, smart card use has not yet
reached 15% despite several years of heavy promotion and despite the many
inconveniences inherent in the older magnetic media, which still pay almost 83% of all
rides (Figure 28).
Money is an object: The opacity of modern payment media
We can trace the evolution of fare media to date, at least from the perspective of a
transit executive, as follows:
•

•

cash fares became unwieldy as prices rose and systems expanded; tokens and
transfers filled part of the void, but cash, tokens, and transfers became
increasingly subject to management difficulties and abuse;
electronic fare-card systems streamlined cash management, and seemed to
promise to get transit companies out of the token- and transfer-minting,
money-counting, and security business; but this may have been an illusion: the
evolutionary push toward the ideal universal medium has forced transit

164 Interview index 1-60, May 2011.
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•

agencies into a costly adoption cycle for three very different simultaneous
media, with three separate technical systems underlying them, and cash still
requires support; and,
in the near future, inviting private-sector bank-card companies to bear this
burden will [from a transit executive’s viewpoint] foster maintenance of an
image of an up-to-date, technologically advanced transit agency, and finally
extricate the agency completely from the business of minting media, banking
and security.

I have already described certain problems with these assumptions. Personally, I
have deep doubts that problems can be solved easily without some further significant
injustices, and I think this is a fundamental risk whenever technology has not been
thought through very carefully, given ample time to mature, and only then put in an
appropriate position. But, let us assume for the sake of argument that a transit agency can
get to cash-free payment with what might approach Pareto perfection. One component
that still remains and, to my mind, has already crippled electronic fare payment is the loss
of visibility of value.
Fare Transactions on CTA, 2010: Smart Cards vs. Older Media
Type of fare
U-Pass (college)
Reduced-fare pass*
Free/other (includes seniors who display pass)
1-Day Pass
3-Day Pass
7-Day Pass
CTA/Pace 7-Day Pass
30-Day Pass, Transit Card
30-Day Pass, Chicago Card Plus
Transit Card
Chicago Card
Chicago Card Plus
Cash
Total fare transactions on CTA, 2010†

Total rides
32,351,051
34,754,126
86,238,086
39,837,489
5,469,632
83,178,858
7,624,593
31,944,483
27,712,961
74,855,200
11,062,151
32,321,461
12,235,846
479,585,936

Rides paid using cash
Rides paid using magnetic media
Rides paid using smart cards

12,235,846
396,253,517
71,096,573

*Children age 7-11, and older students or disabled w ho display pass
†Excludes 37,287,121 rail rides estimated as transfered from train to train

Figure 28: Source: CTA passenger data.
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Total rides
6.7%
7.2%
18.0%
8.3%
1.1%
17.3%
1.6%
6.7%
5.8%
15.6%
2.3%
6.7%
2.6%
100.0%
2.6%
82.6%
14.8%

When IBM engineered the first fare-card systems for San Francisco’s BART in
the 1970’s, it was relying on what was its then state-of-the-art magnetic-media and
impact-printing skill set to produce what effectively is a very elegant digital punch-clock
card design (see Figure 24, page 87). Laminating a reliable magnetic stripe onto card
stock, and later printing a running balance on the reverse side in exactly the right place,
was something no other company could achieve with the precision and repeatability that
IBM had been perfecting for 85 years. The crux of electronization of the fare information
was that only a machine could read the magnetic data. The idea of a human-readable
printed balance to accompany the magnetic stripe, viewable at any moment, anywhere,
was considered a natural and integral part of a transit rider’s fare medium. It was as if the
magnetic stripe and the printing of the value were inseparable mediative insertions. The
vanishing of these unspoken assumptions happens everywhere in technology’s advance,
but this one is an excellent case example.
Before this unusual product came two other technologies, checking and charge
plates. These had over time come to replace money; the former evolving over several
centuries, the latter within the 20th century. Briefly, checking always implied keeping a
ledger balance of what was in the bank. Metal charge plates (an evolutionary cousin of
army dog tags and Addressograph mailing systems) did not require the holder to maintain
a visible balance, because running the charge plate (Figure 29) through the imprinter over
the carbon form yielded a printed record of the transaction, and a full accounting and
invoice would later come in the mail. Charge plates evolved into credit cards, and the
increase in their use has admittedly led to difficulties in keeping up with payments. But
debit cards have led to even more acute and immediate difficulties.
Debit cards—and our fare cards and gift cards, their “stored value” progeny—
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look just like credit cards. But their underlying clearing
mechanism, tying a card to a balance, really means that they
are most analogous to a kind of “instant check.” That is one
reason I call the debit card the bastard child of the credit card
and the check: its body is a credit card, but its soul is a check.
If check-writers were bad at keeping a ledger balance, debitcard users are even worse today. Banks invariably provided a
check register with the checks: the check register in its cheap
vinyl wallet constituted a universal institutional sign that went
hand-in-hand with checks, and there was an implicit
exhortation to use it; the holder had the choice of maintaining
Figure 29: Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s Bloomingdale’s charge
plate from the 1930’s. In the late
1950’s, “closed loop” issuers like
Diner’s Club and American Express
handled multiple merchants instead
of individual department stores, and
later “open loop” systems like
Master Charge and Bank Americard
(Visa) made banks the card issuers,
and permitted clearing between
merchants’ and cardholders’ banks.
Although later debit and storedvalue cards had to assume the form
of charge cards, no credit terms are
extended and the transaction is made
almost immediately. We can see that
the opacity of value on a credit card
is of far less importance than that of
a noncredit card. Estate of Edgar
and Anna McGowan.

or not maintaining it as checks were written one-by-one,
“drawing a balance” every so often and reconciling at the end
of every month. Today, with debit cards, not only are
transactions made many more times a day than with checks,
the ledger institution has disappeared: considering that a debit
card descends partly from the check, it should be remarkable
that no ledger or other running record is provided or even

possible with a debit card. Such seemingly important considerations might call for careful
thought about how customers are affected. Nevertheless, overdraft fees generally
remained intact, and banks have profited, to the tune of trillions, from the transition.
This is an enormous underexamined problem. The fact is that plastic money lacks
a crucial feature: a running balance. It is the only medium of exchange in history that I
can think of whose balance is not immediately apparent on its face, and never has been.
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This would be very helpful to credit-card holders, and it is absolutely essential to debitcard holders. But it does not exist, and apparently it was never assumed that it should.
After nearly a century of gradual development of transaction media like charge cards,
there is still no ready and convenient way, when looking at the card, for a holder to see a
balance—until it is too late. With this technology, all of the producer’s needs have been
met, and players all along the delivery system are raking in profits—but the crucial
consumer amenity known as value, a thing that is naturally available on every scruple of
currency down to the penny and halfpenny, was not a high priority for banks to develop.
And consumers saw nothing wrong with this; indeed, they were trained towards it,
because they grew up with checks and credit cards lacking a balance on their face, but
including a balance when and where it was needed. Consumer ignorance of their balance
is good for business: out of sight, out of mind. But the card issuer and the vendor must be
vaguely aware of this. While the blame is always laid on the consumer for not watching
their balance, banks have made it totally inconvenient to do so: we can already see that
the banking industry has abandoned a certain cooperative duty to account-holders to help
them keep good accounts.
How in the world can a technology, whose every impulse in the arc of its design
development urged greater and greater readiness and instantaneity of banked funds,
accomplish the exact opposite for such a presumably basic feature as information about
that fund’s balance? Although only a crank would attempt to argue that the failure was a
deliberate and conspiratorial act of banking interests, the punitive profits reaped and the
attendant suffering for users are exactly the results that would obtain if it were deliberate.
And that is, if anything, even more disturbing. These strange paradoxes lurk everywhere
in technological development, and they are the result of the fact that the end user’s
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interests tend to be served last of all, least of all, if at all. Furthermore, they only come
into view when we look at the historical development of the insertions.
The media characteristics, and, increasingly the underlying clearing mechanism,
of fare cards is an outgrowth of the bank charge card mechanism, as is the opacity of the
fare card. Transfers, too, encoded on these cards, are now completely opaque. Route and
time on a transfer once acted as a document visible to all parties in case there were any
disputes, as well as a warning of when a transfer would run out. For hard transfers, the
medium and message were inseparable. Route gradually disappeared from transfers
betwen 1986 and 1995, time in 2006.165 Because the transaction now disappears into thin
air, disputes with electronic media are virtually never reported, and so vendors can claim
there are few complaints.166 In fact, today, with our state-of-the-art technology, if a
transfer has expired, the fact is invisible to the rider, who is instantly charged for another
full fare with no room for negotiation or time to decide. And unless the rider is very alert,
he or she will not even notice whether he just used a transfer or another full fare.
The form of paper and ink as a medium is by definition immune to the opacity
flaw and a host of others that I have not even touched on. For many reasons, nowadays,
“What’s in your wallet?” is actually almost impossible to answer. It is no wonder that
many people cling to things like cash and transfers.
There are piecemeal efforts to incorporate on charge cards such technologies as eink, which can show a balance on a card. But these technologies are a long way off; they
are very costly over and above the already high current cost of smart cards; and,

165 The “reasonably direct route” condition was gradually rendered irrelevant, as the map design was
deleted in 1986; later, Cubic and the CTA must have understood that terms for the opaque “magnetic”
transfer would have to be simplified, although some vestiges of route re-entry restrictions still exist
inside turnstiles and fareboxes to reduce “passback” fraud. Time, however, is still relevant.
166 This classic contortion of conditions can be seen everywhere in technical services management.
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predictably, they are being tailored for the wealthy, not to transit applications. Further
generations of transit riders will have to wait before they see this benefit trickle down to
them—if it ever does. Meanwhile, the technology marches in another direction.
Already, the next generation: Open-loop and near-field
Instead of attending to such things as the user-interface balance opacity problem
at the surface of the fare-card medium, most transit agencies are already seriously
discussing two new generations of fare media which will further complicate things.
Open-loop cards would be packaged in the same way as touch-and-go smart cards like
the Chicago Card and Chicago Card Plus, but they would be managed by a bank rather
than the transit agency. Near-field products may be essentially open-loop bank cards in
the underlying transactions (the “back end,” as it is called), but they may be embedded in
cell phones, key fobs, and other devices; and, for example, it could be the cellular
provider who manages the purse. They may be used not only to board transit but also to
make other purchases as would a common debit or credit card. The back-end paymentclearing mechanisms are called “open loop” because they are connected not to a single
agency, like American Express or Discover (which are “closed loop”), but with the open
national payment clearing network that undergirds consumer bank cards like Visa and
MasterCard. In fact, infrastructurally, that is exactly what these fare cards will be, though
the equipment that “sees” the card and lets it talk to the transit agency’s equipment may
take several forms, depending on the way the medium needs to communicate with the
turnstile or farebox.
The problem with these technologies is not strictly anything new in the medium’s
front end—the form of the card (and therefore its mode of use). That changes little from
regular smart cards, including the fact of their opacity. Instead, the problem lies in how
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people will pay for their rides. This relates to the back end, in what is called the
“purseholder,” whose name really connotes the source of all of the problems. I have
already shown the problems with the transit company having to assume the duties of
banking. With open-loop transit cards, the purseholder would be a bank and no longer the
transit agency. Banks are already eyeing transit agencies’ ridership as a profit source.167
“The combination of [transit and banking] sharing the same standard technology and the
payments industry’s increased focus on expanding its share of the micropayments market
may create a perfect storm,” one industry publication forecast in 2006.168 A debit card
provider would love to have access to CTA’s riders who don’t currently own any
universal plastic payment medium. The cards could be used anywhere a regular debit
card is used, as well as to pay fares on transit. A percentage of each transaction might pay
for the cost of card management, and allow for profit as well. And, of course, any
overdrafts would be penalized with the standard fees.
What underlies this “perfect storm” is what the payments industry calls the fourparty transaction, or the interchange (Figure 30). This is a complicated exchange where
four parties—the buyer, the buyer’s bank, the seller, and the seller’s bank, and
occasionally others—are involved in a single, near-instantaneous electronic credit and
debit transaction. This is nothing new to modern debit cards; we simply never think about
all of the handoffs involved when using a card to buy a candy bar at the drug store. But
interchange adds a new insertion to the transit picture. Even the Chicago Card Plus and
other bank-account-mediated smart transit cards are using only a deferred version of this
complexity; for today’s modern transit agency, the concentration of technology is
managed in a relatively small handful of servers and vending machines in the system. But
167 Balaban 2009, p. 16.
168 Stambor 2006, p. 41.
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Figure 30: One indication of the added complexity resulting from the mediative insertion of banks as transaction partners in
payment: “The credit card is swiped through an electronic terminal at the merchant’s location (1). The amount(s) of the
transaction and cardholder details are routed to the merchant’s bank (acquirer) (2). If the acquirer is also the issuer, the
transaction can be authorized within the system, and authorization can be returned to the merchant (5). However, if the issuer
is not the acquirer, the transaction is routed from the acquirer to the issuer through a switch facility provided by the credit
card association (3). The issuer either authorizes or declines the transaction, and a message is sent to the acquirer (4) and then
to the merchant (5). If authorization is given and the transaction is person-to-person, then the customer signs the voucher, the
merchant compares the signature on the card with that on the voucher, and the transaction is complete (6).” From Sienkiewicz
2001.

the intelligence needed to handle an open-loop credit and debit must be inside every
farebox and turnstile in the system, meaning that thousands of devices in the field will
need to be wired to the credit-card clearing network for this to work properly. This may
give a glimpse of what will be required when banks, and all of their technology and
policy wiring, join the fray.
With this information, we can view the move to the smart card as nothing more
than a springboard insertion towards a new and comprehensive public fundraising
method. “This is the kind of thing I know Chicago and other transit authorities are getting
excited about,” one fare-collection industry expert chirped.169 But, what about riders? Are
they “getting excited” about open-loop transit fare payment? Which riders? For what
reasons? Does open-loop really benefit all riders, compared to a cash fare? When the
CTA allows the three minutes for riders to comment on this plan at public meetings, will
there be one ready rider able to explain the complexities persuasively enough to cause the
169 Balaban 2009, p. 16.
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board members to review the question?
With these questions, we go a bit further than we have already come with policy
problems: when a transit authority opens the door to a mechanism like this, it may not
pose problems for “early adopters” and the well-off. But what will come of serving up
debit or credit cards, like candy as it were, to unbanked riders who are not adequately
financially equipped or responsible enough for the burden?
The dangers of overdrafting
Transaction fees are one item that raises the possibility that the scheme could
become regressive. But the overdraft-charge industry is yet another danger. Overdrafts,
and their fees, were once an occasional misfortune for a few unhappy people. And with
ATM cards, you couldn’t withdraw money from an ATM without sufficient funds. But
once open-loop debit cards, tied tightly to checking accounts, were added as a feature,
many small payments in many stores over a day’s time became a regular event, overdrafts
became epidemic, and the banking industry did nothing in response; they merely
continued to rake in overdraft fees of $30 and $40 each every time a customer
overcharged, and the result could only be seen, typically in hundreds and sometimes
thousands of dollars in overdraft fees, when the customer received a statement.
Banks have been having such a feeding frenzy with overdraft charges since debit
cards were first introduced, that in 2010 the Federal Reserve had to force them to change
their ways. Chase complained that it would lose around half a billion dollars annually due
to the new regulation. Under the new terms, issuers must persuade debit cardholders to
“opt in” to overdraft fee protection. But the language is extraordinarily complicated and
very tricky. When someone opts in, they risk being hit with huge fees if something goes
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wrong, such as if a deposited paycheck does not clear.170 Banks like Chase are warning
customers that if, as provided by law, they do not accept overdraft fee “protection,” they
may be blocked when they most desperately need access to their money. Chase’s methods
are being ripped by critics as misleading scare tactics, a protection racket.171 Tying debit
cards to a fare account would implicate public transit companies in the additional costs
and fees, as well as the other soft duplicities inherent in new banking technologies. It
must be emphasized here that little of this would be happening if a balance were clear on
the card or, at a bare minimum, always visible at the moment of the transaction. The
balance opacity problem of plastic cash is a fundamental flaw of the banking system, it is
a function of the evolution of these systems, and it presents a classic amenity inversion.
When a technology is inserted, new and unexamined pressures arise. As just one
of hundreds of contingencies, on the heels of the above problem come additional taxation
questions: if transit agencies share in the profits of these cards, it can be argued that these
become a more or less direct taxation source, and pressure can come from proponents of
direct taxation to curtail existing tax revenue sources, arguing that this additional income
is a fair offset and an appropriate burden from people who are directly benefiting from
transit. But these fees will tend to come from poorer riders who have taken the candy; the
affluent, not needing these cards, will use their own cards, not agency concessionaires,
and effectively be exempt from the additional “tax.” Additionally, these concessionaire
cards are likely to have higher fees and charges in any case.
The insertion of open-loop technologies within transit agencies adds the above

170 Chase’s new policy for its basic account is to charge $34 for each overdraft, but with a limit of three
per day; and each time the account is overdrawn for five consecutive business days, they will charge an
additional $15. This can add up to $3,222 in fees appearing between one month’s statement and the
next.
171 Prater 2010.
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complexities to an already difficult puzzle for riders. As with touchscreen voting and ebooks, in fare media the form has the illusion of coming closer and closer to the
disintermediated; it looks deceptively like simple and ready money, but it is an
increasingly complicated picture that seems to be getting away from the source of the
user’s problems, and indeed seems to be creating many new problems. Not one of these
things can ever happen using cash.
Recapitulation of fare-media erosions
Before the electronic farebox, the driver-and-farebox combination was effectively
a full-service counter for riders. Reasonable change could usually be dispensed for bills
and coins. Transfers could be issued. The farebox kept the bulk of the money secure.
Today, the driver cannot give change, and the farebox is not permitted to be a
vending machine. This may be something of a relief to drivers, and a boon to vendors and
management, but riders suffer in this small amenity inversion. I would like to itemize the
many scenarios that these and other seemingly innocuous changes ushered in, to help
reveal who benefits with modern fare media. These may seem obvious and even tiresome,
given the discussion above, but to many it will be useful to walk through the litany, to put
in view just how many little erosions there are and what it is like to exist in this world:
•

•

•

A rider boards a bus with a farecard that has zero value on it. Even though it is
still mechanically sound, policy dictates that it is garbage; the rider must pay
cash, and an additional 25 cents for doing so.
A rider boards with a farecard that has insufficient value on it for a ride. The
balance due appears on the display. If the rider does not have exact change, he
or she must add more money than is necessary for a regular fare. No change is
returned, either by driver or machine. The CTA retains the additional value.
In the above situation where a farecard has insufficient value, if a rider inserts
a $5 bill, he or she may assume that the farebox will add $5 in value to the
card’s balance. It does not; it only adds enough for the one fare. The
remaining value is lost to the rider and is gained by the CTA. There is no clear
notification of this, and the mistake is repeated daily by new and old riders
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•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

alike who are stuck in this occasional situation.
A rider has two or more farecards whose combined value is enough to board a
bus. This is not allowed, and combining value is not provided for by vending
machines or sales agents. The CTA retains any unused value on cards.
A rider would like to present two or more cards with excess value to the CTA
for a refund. This is not allowed. The CTA pockets any unused surplus.
A rider is at home and has three identical-looking cards. One has a value of
$20, one has $0.15, and one has zero value. The only way to know which is
which, before committing to board a bus, is through a vending machine at a
perhaps distant train station, or at the moment of boarding the bus, through an
arcane exchange with the driver that very few are aware of and is
unadvertised.172 To avoid throwing money away, the rider must carry all three
cards. The CTA has already banked the value of all three cards.
Two riders each have a card. One does not have enough to board the bus, but
their two cards combined have just enough for both. With cash, they could
have combined their resources. But this is not possible with cards.
A visitor to Chicago is at a CTA vending machine in a train station and needs
to put only $5 of his or her $10 bill on a card. This is not possible; the
machine does not allow this. The customer service agent cannot dispense
change. There are no longer change machines anywhere on CTA property.
Banks and stores rarely make change anymore for noncustomers. The CTA
retains any unused value.
A rider’s card expired two months ago with $50 on it. No refund is allowed.
The CTA retains the full $50.
A rider purchases a cellophane-wrapped ten-pack of CTA cards, which seem
intended to be treated like tokens, except that each card has enough value for
one bus ride plus a transfer, or one train ride with no transfer. The rider
usually boards buses and does not normally transfer. The rider is left with
many cards with the value of a transfer on each, and at a loss for what to do
with them. There is around $2 in quarters total stored on around eight of the
cards, but the rider cannot tell which ones they are and would have to do a lot
of work to do so and recoup the full value (such as adding exact bits of change
on each card), thus defeating the very purpose of buying the cards in the first
place. After a while, these are discarded, and the CTA retains the value.173
A middle-age rider works three days a week and takes two buses to get to
work. The currency exchange nearest to her home is three blocks in the
opposite direction from the bus stop. Half the time, the rider checks among
four or five farecards in her purse but sees no value on them; she must pay a

172 The occult shorthand incantation, known only to drivers, is to request a “read only” (an obscure
computer term of art), whereupon the driver presses a button, the user inserts the card, and the card’s
remaining value (clearly) and number of transfers (obscurely) are listed on the red LED display—for
example, “$0.35 T2” indicates 35 cents and two transfers remain on the most recently paid fare. The
longhand may be any lengthy exchange, but if the rider has already paid a fare, then returns after a
short period and inserts the card without requesting a ‘read only’ or before the driver has pressed the
button, the card will be charged a second full fare without any clear indication. It will only show “T4”
(four transfers) in the display. To this day, no driver I’ve polled is familiar with the meaning of “T4”; it
is on the rider’s side of the display.
173 This practice has ended, although student cards are still available in two-packs of $8.50 per card.
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•

full fare on the first bus (incoluding 25-cent cash surcharge) and again on the
second bus. Often, she does not have enough bills and occasionally puts in a
$5 bill, knowing she will lose the value. The CTA retains any excess value.
A rider complains about any of the above situations and demands
reimbursement. In most cases, he or she will be ignored. In a thoroughly
documented case of an error only, the rider may receive his or her money
back. Otherwise, the only recourse is costly litigation.

I keep repeating above that the CTA retains excess value to emphasize that each
situation is economically prejudiced in favor of the agency. Even value placed on a card
by a rider that is eventually used is still held by the CTA, which can both invest the
principal and pocket any interest during the intervening period. With a debit card, the
opposite is true: the agency does not control the principal.174 With this electronic fare
media, there is not a single disadvantage to the CTA, nor is there any shared burden
between the CTA and riders; in fact, it is profitable and advantageous for them on all
counts to institute these practices. They may claim that it is inconvenient or “against
policy” to change these things, but we can see that the hidden reason is that any changes
would not benefit the CTA, and that few if any people with power recognize it as a
problem.
Fare cards are actually more akin to prepaid gift cards than to debit cards, because
debit cards are connected to a bank account, meaning that the balance is controlled by the
cardholder; while in the case of prepaid cards, the issuing company is the receiver and
controller of the money. When you obtain such a card you are giving the company your
money and it is not a fiduciary holding your money for possible later demand. They can
therefore collect the interest on this “float value” that would normally be in your bank
account. But banks and businesses have not stopped at float value. Today, they readily
rely on expiration and discarding of cards to increase revenue, as was explained above.
174 This may suggest a vote for open-loop systems, but by itself it would hardly justify open-loop.
Addressing the opacity problem must be the priority.
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The company can therefore impose an expiration date and other conditions on prepaid
and stored-value cards,175 and they almost always do, although some transit authorities,
such as Washington D.C.’s, do not have an expiration date.176 Businesses conveniently
claim that stored-value card expiration allows them to “clear their books” periodically.
This has become such a regular practice that companies, including transit agencies, now
treat float-revenue income as a standard item in accounting without even blushing. In
fact, publicly transit planners have long considered it essential to a good fare technology
program.177
To my knowledge, only one class-action lawsuit has ever addressed any part of
these problems. In 2001, Lakeview resident Eric Fenlon contended that the CTA should
provide a refund on cards with expired value. The CTA had acknowledged a windfall of
around $100,000 a month on card expirations, and $3 million over the five years since the
cards’ introduction.178 But Fenlon’s attorneys alleged the amount to be much greater, and
argued that this money should be treated as the state treasurer treats unclaimed funds,
returnable to the owner. The petition was denied on a technicality in October 2002, when
CTA attorneys successfully argued that the agency was not a railroad and therefore
escaped a state law requiring railroads to refund unused ride tickets. A subsequent appeal
also failed.179
Actually, to describe this problem in terms of mere “expired cards” is to invite the
response that this is about indolent and derelict riders, and ignores the hidden underlying
175 One must be very careful to distinguish media that is prepaid (the issuer keeps the value on a server)
and stored value (the value is in the memory of the card itself). There are practical differences, but
there also may be legal ones.
176 Hilkevitch 2002b.
177 See, for example, Fleishman et al. 1996, p. C-89.
178 Hilkevitch 2001a, 2002b.
179 “Eric Fenlon v. Chicago Transit Authority.” Filed August 30, 2001, Chancery Court of Cook County,
Illinois, First Municipal District, case 2001 CH 14363.
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problem: that many of the cases above are based on two factors—opacity of card value
and CTA’s opportunism in crafting every possible policy to be inflexible to its own
advantage. These technological facts leave extraordinarily difficult-to-recapture
miscellaneous value on millions of cards every year, which naturally leads to the expired
cards. It is therefore not customers allowing cards to expire that is the primary cause, but
the fact that they are given no workable alternatives.
Let us continue:
•

•

•

•

A rider walks to a currency exchange or supermarket, then waits her turn in
line, only to learn that the farecard he or she is looking for is out of stock. This
happens often enough that it is a known problem. The only recourse is either
to purchase some less-satisfactory alternative or to walk back to a bus stop
and pay cash.
A rider on the remote Southwest Side needs to take a bus three miles to the
nearest CTA rail station. She walks four blocks out of her way to a currency
exchange, and asks for a card that will give her $2.50 for the bus, which
includes a transfer to the train. That is all she needs, because she is going to
the Greyhound station to return to her home in Effingham. But the cheapest
card she can get, she finds, is a one-day pass. She has the choice of paying
either $5.75 for this card or paying $4.50 cash on the bus and a cash ride on
the train. She walks back to the bus stop.
A rider assumes a transfer remains on a card, but in fact it has expired. There
is no way, in the entire city, to review even approximately how much time
remains on any farecard, except at a few very obscure hotspots in train
stations. On the buses there is no way to know. (Paper transfers had the time
punched or printed on them; electronic transfers are now stored only in a
card’s memory.)
After a longer-than-expected wait, a rider boards the bus quickly so as to let
on passengers behind her. In her rush to be considerate to other riders, she
does not catch that her transfer actually ran out while waiting for the bus, and
she has just paid an extra full fare from her Chicago Card. She would have
walked the four blocks home if she had known this would happen.

Who benefits from riders paying at the speed of light? The manufacturer, Cubic,
does, of course. And the more efficiency they deliver, the more money they make: they
take in nearly $6 million annually from the CTA (see Appendix A). The bus driver
benefits, but only so as not to be punished for being too far behind schedule for things,
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like traffic and stacked-up customers, that he or she has no control over. The authority
does, because it follows the justification of the new fare technology, it at least appears to
enhance driver adherence to schedules, and it may even possibly speed boarding—
although this has never been properly evaluated: the claim of an average 40 seconds for
cash, versus 2 seconds for magnetic versus 300 milliseconds for smart cards is as
disingenuous as it is insignificant.
Does the rider benefit from this speed? Today, the value taken from a rider’s card
is sucked out so quickly as to be almost invisible. “We’re talking milliseconds here,”
boasted the proud manager of Cubic.180 It is like instantly vacuuming a couple of extra
dollars out of one’s wallet with no confirmation or opportunity to decide. In the
supermarket, you press a button to approve a sale, and you can ask for a refund in
moments. That, at least, is somewhat more user-friendly.181 But transit fare systems
constantly overcharge customers. The faster charging systems get, the more difficult it is
to tell what just happened. Today, Chicago Card Plus holders see almost nothing at all. It
used to be a standard for both partners in a transaction to be able to know exactly how
much something costs before buying. Today, because of the lightning transaction, and the
virtual impossibility of a refund or credit, passengers have virtually no room for
negotiation with the CTA.
Here is just one moment of erosion that contributes to inversion: when an
institutionalized assumption (such as at a ticket agent or some other person-to-person
counter transaction) vanishes, causing a minute change in the state of affairs (such as a
few non-negotiable milliseconds at a turnstile or farebox). And I have shown at least a
dozen other erosions in this move from human-centered fare transactions to electronic
180 Bigness 1998.
181 Another opportunity for a class-action suit: demanding a confirmation button for the amount charged.
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fares. There are numerous others that I have not witnessed. Riders living in remote and
low-income neighborhoods, and tourists and other occasional riders, are at the bottom of
the amenity pyramid. Middle-class riders (especially those with credit cards and web
access) are in a tier above, although they don’t realize how much more convenient it was
with tokens. This tier of riders are about as comfortable as bus operators, who, while
divested of some responsibility, still must cope with problematic and cryptic technology.
The transit authority is near the top of the amenity pyramid, because it benefits from
nearly all policy controls, with virtually no dissent. At the top of the pyramid sits Cubic
Systems, whose stock trades at around $50 per share.182
Originally, the move to electronic fare media was argued to thwart exploitation by
a few opportunists; today, with the new system and its unforgiving policies, everyone is
impacted somehow—many if not most for the worse, even if they don’t realize it. This
analysis is not intended to single out the CTA, which is only serving as a case study.
Other authorities have moved to very similar policy conclusions and to practically
identical technologies. New York and many other authorities eliminated change in 1969.
183

Washington Metro eliminated the paper transfer in 2009, making a double and triple

cash fare onerous for those least able to afford the burden.184 Authorities look to their
neighbors for ideas on new policies.
Fundamentally, what we have in America is a dual set of exchange media divided
along class lines. For the lower economic segment, cash’s directness, its relative absence
of intermediation, is a great boon. For higher levels of society, plastic has been a
convenient and, I should add, a necessary, medium, given all of the purchasing that
182 NYSE market data for ticker “CUB.”
183 Sulzberger 2009.
184 Kurt Raschke interview, April 2011.
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people do. But behind what looks like a simpler high-technology medium is a mass of
expensive bureaucratic wiring that someone must pay for. It looks efficient, but its
creation has encouraged the institutionalization of serious flaws, including the general
complexity issues involved; the proliferation of proprietary forms rather than one form,
giving rise to a wallet full of different cards; and the opacity of value.
Re-evaluating faulty assumptions
Kurt Raschke, a technology and transit expert in the Washington, D.C., area, puts
things this way:
Whenever there’s a technology that has, let’s say, suboptimal performance, the
assumption is to layer something else on top of it. ...Better to really fundamentally
re-evaluate the technology, because instead of layering something on top, you
might look underneath, to faulty assumptions at the outset that may have led to
the failure. There’s this assumption that people will adapt to the technology.185
The kind of thinking that establishes faulty assumptions does not serve people. In
fact, with all of the bewildering options and technical conditions, it can be argued that
policy puts current technology at a more primitive net state than ever before in terms of
rider amenity, though authorities spend millions per year on it, and no forensic analysis
has been done on whether there actually is any net benefit or if it is a wash.
As we have seen, this constant upward adoption pressure for incrementally newer
technology adds obsolescence pressures on cash users and other users, who even can be
seen to be subsidizing the new bleeding edge. The total costs of additional web
management, the merchant account, special machines, and other amenities for the
Chicago Card Plus may now add up to much more than the current total cost to manage
cash. At the very least, it is improbable that a $2 cash transaction can cost the CTA 25
cents to manage, while a credit card transaction can cost them nothing. The economies of
185 ibid.
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scale in current adoption levels are far from bearing this out. Yet that is how the CTA has
priced it. This simply should not be. There should always be a way for cash payers to use
transit without any penalty.
Chicago’s bus fareboxes really are self-standing fare card vending and
replenishment machines, although they may never have been looked at in this way by
CTA technologists. They have nearly every component necessary for mitigating most of
the problems I have listed. They include read and write capability for both magnetic and
smart cards, which means that they can add value; they accept paper and coin money;
their firmware is reprogrammable. So, they can be made to put a whole $5 onto a card or
even to dispense new cards. Boston’s buses dispense a “CharlieTicket” that serves some
of this purpose, although they still will not provide change.
If bus fareboxes and train vending machines could also dispense change, they
would bring riders back almost to where they were in the 1970’s. Fortunately, with
millions now sunk into security cameras, off-duty cops tailing buses and patroling train
stations, and GPS-tracking alarm systems, changemaking can and should now safely
return to both buses and train stations. This erosion of a rider’s right to receive change—a
restriction unique to transit riding—may be institutionalizing itself across transit
agencies, but it should be very difficult to justify. It needs to turn back to good sense.
This is not going to be an exhaustive list of alternatives. The spirit of thinking is
all that is needed, and then a host of alternatives springs to mind. But the first
counterargument we can anticipate to the “farebox as vending machine” will be that
treating it as such would slow down the boarding process to a snail’s pace. This is a
highly unimaginative excuse for dismissal of our idea: it may, for example, call for
nothing more than a policy and institutionalization of the practice of having those who
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need to resolve some condition on their farecards to stand aside and let the ready ones
pay first. In fact, it has long been my contention that to limit so-called “dwell time”
requires nothing more than a yellow strip of tape bounding an area at the front of the bus.
Paid riders clear this box for new passengers who have not yet paid.186 Everyone boards
and lines up in that area; they do not stand in line outside the bus, they stand in line
inside the bus. I am not insisting that this solution is so much better than any other; I am
only trying to point out that there are a hundred very simple and cheap solutions for every
complex and costly one.
Wrapup on fare technology
In our grandparents’ day, there were no tokens, only nickels. A basic transfer was
universal. We can never get back to that simplicity: fare media options and their special
conditions may continue to proliferate and bewilder. But one crucial erosion issue whose
resolution could bring today’s rider amenity closer to the earlier state of the art, is the
value-opacity problem, which is more complicated and which I will get to below. But
even today, with relatively simple technical and policy changes, these systems can serve
the rider much, much better. It is policy, not technology per se, that now stands in the
way.
The primary “excellences” of cash, the minted token and monthly pass, and the
transfer, are very clear: all are physically controlled by their holder; all have an obvious
exchange value engraved or embossed onto them (cash has specific monetary exchange
value, and tokens, passes and transfers have a specific good or service in exchange); all
are very durable and many are practically indestructible; all can affordably be made
difficult to forge and abuse, at least on a large scale.
186 This has the added effect of forcing reluctant riders to move toward the back of the bus.
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On the minus side, embezzlement and forgery are always a risk, but this risk can
be cheaply mitigated by tight management and such simple tools as shrinkage accounting
and proper security. The primary shortcoming of these hard media, in terms of the
moving target of transit economics, becomes clear only in periods of economic inflation.
When a fare increase takes effect, automatic and manual mechanisms throughout the
system must adapt to the new prices. Cash-receiving mechanisms and administrative
processes are stressed to their limits. Riders stockpile tokens. Slips of paper become
goods to find and sell. The need for having and making various kinds and volumes of
change coin transforms overnight. The agency feels compelled to raise fares not by, for
example, the 8.15 or 15.0 cents that will balance the budget, but by a rounder increment,
usually of 25 cents. It may take years to justify such an increase.187 In any case, tokens,
pass cards, and transfers are ways around managing varying amounts of cash at every
turnstile or bus boarding and differentiating classes of users. Electronic fare media is
another way around this.
We can hardly concede that an electronic fare system is any more efficient than its
predecessors without a much closer look into the historical costs and benefits. If it has the
appearance of a more efficient system than its predecessor, it may be only because it is
coming out of the hides of millions of transit riders, in a monumental loss of amenity,
chiefly lying in the fundamental nature of the medium itself: the mediation needed to add
and deduct value on the fare medium, and its balance opacity. This is what leads to cash
use and wasted value. Transit officials cannot see things this way, yet they seem willing
to continue the practice. The next step may be to completely turn away the last few
thousand riders who have only cash, whether it is their fault or not. But it is wrong to
187 For example, it took 12 years for the CTA to move from $1.50 to $1.75 base fares. See Hilkevitch
2003.
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penalize cash users. Riders boarding a bus or entering a train station at any hour of the
day or night, still deserve the best effort from the authority to dispense change and accept
cash with no special penalties. This practice must return.
As to the fare question, I have to concede that a smart-card system can
theoretically provide a one-size-fits-almost-all fare mechanism, assuming we are working
from the proper standpoint of expecting some rider-use-based revenue structure, as most
agree is proper, and bearing in mind the absolutely fundamental problem of getting a
smart card to show a balance, with absolute zero power, while sitting in one’s living
room. But until such functionality is so cheap as to be universal and ubiquitous, smart
cards are not nearly smart enough.
However, we should also weigh the other possibility, that a free fare system, as
has often been suggested, may come out as a luxury tax on people who resort to the
automobile—but it also may become a tax burden for people who walk on foot or use
bicycles and avoid public transportation. So, it is either cheap, universal fare media with
a visible balance for all users and the maintenance of full service for cash users, or else a
completely fare-free system.
Although I acknowledge that there may be some discrepancies between cash,
debit, and credit system accounting costs, they may balance out within the space of each
system: we must acknowledge that the hidden costs of supporting internal bureaucrats,
software vendors, IT people, to manage servers and bank systems, not to mention the
social frustrations of the bleeding-edge, and unevaluated environmental costs,188 may
greatly exceed the cost of managing older fare media, and lack some of its benefits.
188 Kruesi’s onetime claim that the Chicago Card is more environmentally friendly than the magnetic card
may not hold water in a broader analysis. It can also be argued that reuse of cash, and counting with
simple equipment not connected to an abundance of servers and costly human bureaucracy, may be
even more environmentally friendly than either. Further study is warranted.
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CONCLUSION
As I have written before, the very same technology that advances to protect also
advances to exploit. More dangerous—as I have argued in the past regarding the new
election technologies—is the fact that incrementally higher technologies may shut out
petty abuse, but they do so at the cost of allowing for, and therefore encouraging, higher
bureaucratic problems, including possibly higher-level fraud. A local election using
punch cards can no longer be stolen by 50 precinct captains with pencils, or be damaged
by a bad print designer, as it could with the punch card design,189 but a larger-scale
election can now (in theory) be stolen by a motivated Beltway operator with access to
money, programmers, and high-tech touchscreen voting companies; and this can be done
relatively easily, and with fewer conspirators. Similarly, counterfeiting of hightechnology fare media may be getting easier than counterfeiting tokens, because
programmers, reading and writing devices, and firmware hacking tools are (to abuse the
pun) a dime a dozen, while minting equipment and engraving and casting craftmasters are
now almost impossible to come by.
This would appear to undermine my main claim of the principle of benefit equity
distortions, which posits a pyramid of producers at the top and consumers at the bottom:
after all, the victims of such exploitation would seem to be the transit authority, the
financial industry, and the larger society, while riders (at least dishonest ones) may seem
to benefit. But two points combine to explain this. First of all, it is an illusion that this
benefits riders. While a few counterfeiting riders may benefit (at some risk to their
freedom), most riders are hurt at both ends by such losses, because as both taxpayer and
189 Breaking a pencil into selected punch-holes first thing in the morning, thereby preventing the stylus
from punching through, was the most primitive, but perhaps the simplest and most effective, way to
hold down an opponent’s vote.
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rider they will foot the bill.
At the other end of the distribution chain, the authority does what it excels at and
believes to be the best solution, and reflexively inserts more bureaucracy. This grows that
part of the system to its advantage, both on a macro (bigger budget) and micro (more
jobs) scale. In a normally rational system, we would have acknowledged the essential
principle I mentioned above—that technology will always be incapable of beating itself
in a race to arrive at full security—and we might have reversed course somehow. (Dare I
say, we might have tried something less technical?) But in its technologically
equivocating way the authority will simply implement more insertions, therefore
allowing more profit arrangements for the intervenors, so playing a shell-game with that
principle.190
In this instance, then, when transit authorities complain to vendors and the
banking system of newly identified counterfeiting, these interlocutors will build in new
technology to counteract it, which will cost the authority more, but which may cut losses
temporarily. (That it often does not solve a particular problem, as I have shown, is
irrelevant to the fact of the response mechanism.) Incidentally, this upgrade reflex is one
of the things that guarantees a perpetual justification for the protected existence and
involvement of a given technology vendor. Hammers can be bought from anyone,
anywhere, at any time; software upgrades are forever. It can be seen that the continuation
of this self-fulfillment cycle actually helps to explain the core idea of all technological
advance, since technology is, at its base, solutions to problems.
Technology can be beneficial to the whole system, but it is possible that
technological insertions will never save net energy. The laws of thermodynamics may
190 A medium-size system like a transit authority would be a perfect place for a cost-benefit analysis of
this to prove the shell-game, but it is beyond the scope of this paper.
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well disallow it. Regardless of this, technology certainly can solve problems at certain
levels. But, without great care to preserve equity, the benefits will make gradual shifts to
the advantage of the powerful and eventually we will see the erosions of amenities that
lead to these wholesale amenity inversions.
We in the middle class, supported by even a small amount of extra wealth, lose
sight of how much economic pressure is required to do something as rudimentary as
maintaining a minimum $100 bank account balance. I think it should be easy to
understand how lower technology is preferred by lower-income users of any system. It
has two key advantages for them: it is less mediated, less abstract; because of this, it is
easier to understand, breaks less often, and involves less total effort to manage.
This last item speaks to the hidden economics of high technology: such things as
electronic bus scheduling and credit cards will always be more complex, and involve
higher economic pressure, than paper maps and cash exchange. They look easier, having
such a smooth surface—but beneath the surface is an extraordinarily complex network of
machines and policy that only a few of the most sophisticated technologists could even
begin to explain from end to end. And as the apparent convenience increases, the
technology must also increase. It is a tower of Babel of epic proportions, built from layer
upon layer of abstraction.
When a city has a system that is shared by rich and poor alike, it is of the utmost
importance to avoid allowing the most disadvantaged to lose even a small amount of
amenity, since this seeming trifle that we may take for granted is often what they are
holding on to in order to get through their day. Any one situation—such as standing alone
under a streetlight waiting for a bus that will never come, or being forced to use three
five-dollar bills to get across the city—may seem remote, but the sum total of little
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possibilities for less fortunate individuals who need to use transit, and for all users, is
extraordinarily great, because today, as a result of technological advance, there are many
more little and bigger things that can go wrong, and policy seems only to get more and
more restrictive.
I often hear from privileged riders how convenient the system is. I allow that it
does take a little imagination, a few moments to climb out of our own experience and
comfort zones, but then an entire world of concerns arises that others must endure on a
daily basis. It is no coincidence that the CTA’s board, and the majority of analysts in its
planning, operations, and finance areas, belong to the middle and upper-middle classes,
and the ones who do use transit invariably have smart phones and the best fare media.
Operators inside the system—contractor, bureaucrat, and union leader alike—will
lose out if they do not continue to endorse further and further investment into their
system. One need not be a conservative to see that the funding has grown like a tumor,
one need not be a luddite to be deeply concerned about bureaucratic and technocratic
expansionism, and one need not be a communist to understand that the underprivileged
are suffering in more ways than we can easily list here.
Again, I am thinking about the perpetual-motion device, that we already know
everything we need to know about solving problems through the first and second laws of
thermodynamics: much of this can’t possibly work. The more I observe these things, the
more I feel that the equation may be entirely zero-sum. Any attempt at simply replacing a
problem with a new machine or policy simply pushes the burden elsewhere. Since the
start of the Industrial Revolution, “elsewhere” has been either upon people with the least
power in the power structure, or upon the environment (which has virtually no voice
today). Whenever we, for example, replace a customer service agent with a machine—the
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typical path of least resistance to prevent executive, bureaucrat, and labor bloat and
corruption—many things change, but we often do not solve any problem at all for the
system as a whole. In thermodynamics, something has to give. The CTA can claim there
are equal benefits for all, but there will always be a trade-off, and the current trade-offs in
technology are being borne inordinately by the poor, by taxpayers, and by the
environment. Each technological insertion, whose promoters think only to their own
short-term needs and fail to consider fully the equation of rights of its numerous
beneficiaries, will make losers out of some of them, little by little. The historical totality
of these changes is what we see in these equity distortions.
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APPENDIX A
Cubic Transportation Systems Contracts, April 2004 through June 2009
Contract Date
04/17/04
08/17/04

09/12/05
09/23/05

Amount Description
$1,400,000.00 Cubic parts and equipment required for the repair of fare collection equipment.
$467,946.80 Furnish complete assemblies and subassemblies to be used as spare parts as
necessary for the revenue equipment technology and maintenance department to
repair and maintain AFC equipment
$13,046,274.00 Purchase of automated fare collection (AFC) equipment and spare parts as part
of rapid transit station improvements.
$691,418.47 Furnish Cubic transportation systems high speed encoders and spare parts

10/17/05

$3,804,430.00 Purchase and installation of a point of sale network

11/22/05

$1,076,896.00 Provide maintenance and support of the automated fare collection (AFC)
system network manager computers and proprietary software for a period of 3
years

02/08/06

$50,000.00 Provide all material, equipment, supplies and services necessary to encode
Chicago Card and Chicago Card Plus cards.

04/17/06

$2,300,000.00 Cubic parts and equipment required for the repair of fare collection equipment.

12/28/06

$701,849.53 Furnish Cubic automated fare collection equipment for CDOT Jackson/Van
Buren Dearborn Blue Line rehab project

06/08/07

$1,945,370.48 Furnish 251 cubic Transportation Systems (CTS) bus ticket processing unit
(BTPU)

08/16/07

$75,000.00 Furnish and deliver proprietary software needed to create operational changes
to the BTPU system

02/25/08

$25,405.00 Software update to redesign of Cubic coin note handler controller for the
TCVM

05/01/08

$50,000.00 Provide services to magnetically encode CTA fare media cards on an as needed
basis

05/13/08

$149,775.00 Go card encoder (GCE) software (two gce configurations will be provided - one
which allows both employee access cards (EAC) and Chicago Card encoding
and one which disables EAC encoding)

06/10/08

$385,182.44 Furnish 38 Cubic Transportation System station controllers for use in the AFC
system

12/23/08

$504,698.40 Furnish 30 Cubic Transportation Systems station controllers for use in the AFC
system

01/22/09

$934,468.00 Provide maintenance and support of the AFC system network manager
computers and proprietary software

04/17/09

$1,572,000.00 Parts and equipment required for the repair of Cubic fare collection equipment

06/10/09

$54,564.15 Furnish component parts required to upgrade Cubic Transportation Systems
station information controllers (SIC) and personal information units (PIU) to
accommodate the installation of a new Octagon operating system.

Five Years
$29,235,278.27 Average $5.85 million per year
2004-2009
Source: Chicago Transit Authority contract records.
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